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Abstra t. Institutions formalize the intuitive notion of logi al system, in luding syntax, semanti s, and
the relation of satisfa tion between them. Our exposition emphasizes the natural way that institutions an
support dedu tion on senten es, and in lusions of signatures, theories, et .; it also introdu es terminology
to learly distinguish several levels of generality of the institution on ept. A surprising number of di erent
notions of morphism have been suggested for forming ategories with institutions as obje ts, and an amazing
variety of names have been proposed for them. One goal of this paper is to suggest a terminology that is
uniform and informative to repla e the urrent haoti nomen lature; another goal is to investigate the
properties and interrelations of these notions in a systemati way. Following brief expositions of indexed
ategories, diagram ategories, twisted relations, and Kan extensions, we demonstrate and then exploit
the duality between institution morphisms in the original sense of Goguen and Burstall, and the \plain
maps" of Meseguer, obtaining simple uniform proofs of ompleteness and o ompleteness for both resulting
ategories. Be ause of this duality, we prefer the name \ omorphism" over \plain map;" moreover, we argue
that morphisms are more natural than omorphisms in many ases. We also onsider \theoroidal" morphisms
and omorphisms, whi h generalize signatures to theories, based on a theoroidal institution onstru tion,
nding that the \maps" of Meseguer are theoroidal omorphisms, while theoroidal morphisms are a new
on ept. We introdu e \forward" and \semi-natural" morphisms, and develop some of their properties.
Appendi es dis uss institutions for partial algebra, a variant of order sorted algebra, two versions of hidden
algebra, and a generalization of universal algebra; these illustrate various points in the main text. A nal
appendix makes expli it a greater generality for the institution on ept, lari es ertain details, and proves
some results that lift institution theory to this level.
Keywords: Institution, spe i ation, abstra t model theory, logi , ategory theory, Kan extension.

1. Introdu tion

Many di erent logi s are used in omputer s ien e, in luding (many variants of) rst order, se ond order,
higher order, Horn lause, type theoreti , equational, temporal, modal, and in nitary logi s. The goal of
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institution theory is to do as mu h omputer s ien e (and model theory) as possible, independent of what
the underlying logi may be [GB92℄. Institutions formalize the notion of a logi al system with varying nonlogi al symbols ( olle tions of su h symbols are traditionally alled \signatures" in this eld). The main
ingredient of an institution is a satisfa tion relation between its models and its senten es, an abstra t form
of Tarski's lassi semanti de nition of truth [Tar44℄, and the main requirement is that this relation should
be onsistent with respe t to signature morphisms, whi h intuitively means that satisfa tion is invariant
under hange of notation. The formalization only assumes abstra t ategories (or lasses) of signatures,
senten es and models, without assuming any parti ular stru ture for them; the ovarian e of senten es and
ontravarian e of models under hange of signature is aptured by appropriate fun tors. The literature shows
that many interesting results an be developed at this level of generality.
Many papers have been written on institutions, both theoreti al and applied, in the more than twenty
years sin e the earliest formulation [BG78, BG80℄. For example, institutions have been used to study lambda
al ulus, se ond order logi , and many variants of equational logi , modal logi , higher order logi , and
rst order logi . Mosses showed that his uni ed algebra forms an institution [Mos89℄, Goguen showed that
hidden algebra forms an institution [Gog91℄, Rosu gave an institution for order sorted algebra [Ros94℄, and
Mossakowski gave a hierar hy of institutions for total, partial and order sorted algebras [Mos96b℄. The
main original paper on institutions [GB92℄ ontains several signi ant results, in luding generalizations and
equivalent formulations of institutions, o ompleteness for ategories of theories, olimit preservation for
the fun tor on theories indu ed by a signature morphism, a theory of onstraints (in luding freeness and
generation onstraints, among others), and a \borrowing" result, whi h allows passing theorem proving
tasks from one institution to another; moreover, [GB92℄ introdu ed dedu tions as senten e morphisms (see
the dis ussion after De nition 3.1), despite the apparently ommon mis on eption that institutions do not
handle dedu tion.
One important appli ation of institutions is a uniform approa h to modularization for spe i ations; in
fa t, this was a major motivation for institutions [BG78, GB84a, GB92℄; among many papers on this topi ,
we mention [DGS93, GT00℄ and [Ros97a℄, whi h ea h add in lusion systems to institutions. The papers
[Gog85℄ and [GT00℄ extend this approa h from spe i ation to programming. Mu h other interesting work
with institutions has been done by Tarle ki [Tar84, Tar86a, Tar86b, Tar86 , Tar96a℄, Sannella and Tarle ki
[ST86, ST87, ST88a℄, Cerioli [Cer93℄, Mossakowski [Mos96b℄, and Dia ones u [Dia94, Dia96, Dia98℄, among
others; [Tar96a℄ in parti ular is an important paper having some goals and results similar to those of this
paper. Burstall and Dia ones u [BD94℄ generalize \hiding" from algebra to an arbitrary institution, and use
this to obtain hidden institutions for both many sorted and order sorted algebra.
Many variations on the institution on ept have appeared. For example, Mayoh introdu ed \galleries"
[May85℄, whi h Goguen and Burstall further extended to \generalized institutions" [GB86℄, allowing nonBoolean values for satisfa tion. Poigne's \foundations" and \ri h institutions" [Poi89℄ further abstra ted
institutions by requiring that senten es form a bration, although this gets very omplex; Fiadeiro and
Sernadas [FS88℄ introdu ed \-institutions" and Meseguer [Mes89℄ studied \general logi s," ea h ombining
institutions with lassi al entailment relations; [Mes89℄ is a gem that ontains many interesting ideas. Salibra
and S ollo introdu ed \pre-institutions" [SS92℄, where the \i " in the satisfa tion ondition is split into two
impli ations, whi h are then studied separately, ombined, or both dropped; Ehrig, Orejas et al. introdu ed
\spe i ation logi s" [EBCO92℄, whi h are indexed ategories of models, with no senten es; Cazanes u
introdu ed \truth systems" [Caz94℄, a sort of ompromise between institutions and the harters of [GB86℄,
whi h allow inferen e in a designated model; and Pawlowski introdu ed \ ontext institutions" [Paw96℄ to deal
with variable ontexts and substitutions. Dia ones u introdu ed \many sorted institutions" [Dia94℄, whi h
assign a sort set to ea h abstra t signature, and Grothendie k (or bred) institutions [Dia00℄, whi h ombine
multiple institutions in a single stru ture; the latter was developed for the semanti s of the multi-paradigm
CafeOBJ language [DFar℄.
Although many variants of institutions have interesting properties and are no doubt worth studying, some
an be seen as spe ial kinds of institution in the lassi sense1, and others have lose natural relationships
to the lassi institutions. It seems to us that the original institution on ept aptures the essen e of logi al
system, whi h is the intimate dan e between syntax and semanti s, in luding dedu tion. There are tenden ies
both to fo us on syntax at the expense of semanti s, and on semanti s at the expense of syntax; the rst
o urs espe ially in intuitionisti logi and type theory, while the se ond is more ommon in some areas of
1
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theoreti al omputer s ien e; we may all these the \weak variants." We onsider institutions to be a areful
balan e of syntax and semanti s, and we believe that most on epts and results are easily adapted to those
variants and generalizations that preserve this viewpoint (note that the notions of harter and par hment
from [GB86℄ formalize genuinely di erent notions, whi h are still losely related to institutions, in that they
generate institutions). We feel that most of the weak variants of institution are somehow pathologi al2.
Se tion 3 and espe ially Appendix E of this paper dis uss the \ lose variants" of the institution on ept,
whi h share its main mathemati al properties.
Over the last fteen years, there have been even more variations on institution morphisms than on institutions, even dis ounting those that are adaptations of morphism on epts to other institution-like formalisms;
moreover, these notions have been given many di erent names, in luding morphism, map, mapping, oding, en oding, representation, representation map, embedding, simulation, transformation, and more, most
of whi h do little or nothing to suggest their nature. This paper tries to bring some order to this haos
by exploring the properties and interrelationships of these notions, and by proposing names that suggest
their meaning. Goguen and Burstall introdu ed \morphisms" [GB92℄, whi h are perhaps the most natural,
be ause they in lude stru ture forgetting (and hen e embedding or representation); but be ause institution
morphisms in this sense do not apture all the important relationships, resear hers have introdu ed many
other notions. Perhaps the most important of these is the dual of institution morphisms, introdu ed by
Meseguer [Mes89℄ under the name \plain map," and later renamed \representation" by Tarle ki [Tar96a℄
and \plain representation" by Mossakowski [Mos96b℄, but be ause of the duality, we prefer the name omorphism. Cerioli introdu ed the weaker notion of \simulations" [Cer93℄, Tarle ki introdu ed \ odings"
[Tar87℄, a further weakening, and Meseguer introdu ed \simple institution maps" [Mes89℄, whi h generalize
omorphisms by mapping signatures to theories; some variations, in luding \ onjun tive maps" whi h take
a senten e to a set of senten es, were studied by Mossakowski [Mos96b℄, who with Kreowski also introdu ed
\embeddings of institutions" [KM95℄, to formalize equivalen e of logi al frameworks; Sannella and Tarle ki
introdu ed \semi-morphisms" [ST88b, Tar96a℄, whi h only have models, for relating spe i ation and implementation languages, and Salibra and S ollo introdu ed \transformations" [SS92℄, whi h map models to sets
of models. Dia ones u introdu ed \extra theory morphisms" [Dia98℄ for the semanti s of multi-paradigm
languages like CafeOBJ [DF98℄. It is extremely helpful to look at examples to gain an understanding of this
ro ky terrain, and we shall often do so.
We had originally hoped to survey and systematize all the distin t notions of morphism that apply to
the lose variants of institutions; although we found even this limited goal impra ti al, we do hope to have
overed the most important notions. Se tion 2 gives brief expositions of indexed and diagram ategories,
twisted relations, and Kan extensions, followed in Se tion 3 by several equivalent de nitions for institutions
and their \ lose variants," espe ially as fun tors from signatures to twisted relations; a subse tion onsiders
\in lusive institutions," whi h support a natural notion of in lusion for signatures and theories. The fun tor
formulation allows easy proofs for ompleteness and o ompleteness results in Se tion 4; we also advan e and
support the hypothesis that morphisms are in general more natural than omorphisms. Se tion 5 onsiders
\theoroidal" morphisms and omorphisms, whi h lift signature morphisms to theory morphisms; what we
all theoroidal omorphisms were introdu ed by Meseguer, while theoroidal morphisms appear to be a new
on ept. Se tion 6 introdu es another new notion, forward morphisms, while Se tion 7 onsiders semi-natural
morphisms and omorphisms, whi h weaken morphisms by removing one naturality ondition. Se tion 8
summarizes the paper, and lists some open problems. Appendi es A and B dis uss partial algebra, a variant
of order sorted algebra that supports partiality, their orresponding institutions, and an institution morphism
between them; Appendix C gives two institutions for hidden algebra, while Appendix D introdu es a new
abstra t institution for universal algebra. The institutions in these appendi es, whi h draw on the authors'
prior work on ertain on rete appli ations, are used in some examples in the body of this paper. Appendix
E gives an abstra t formulation for institutions whi h makes the notion of lose variant pre ise, proves some
results at this level of generality, and lari es ertain details of the institution on ept.

A knowledgement The authors thank Andrzej Tarle ki and espe ially Till Mossakowski for their very
valuable omments on previous drafts of this paper. Sporadi dis ussions with members of the flirts list3
have also in uen ed our work.
2 For example, the main example used to motivate the \pre-institutions" of [SS92℄ is an unnatural version of hidden algebra
where
the morphisms fail to preserve all the relevant stru ture.
3 Its URL is http://www.disi.unige.it/person/CerioliM/flirts.
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Dedi ation This paper is dedi ated, most warmly and respe tfully, to Prof. Rod Burstall on the o asion
of his retirement from the University of Edinburgh. Rod was the ofounder of the institution of institutions
and has always been an enthusiasti supporter of its further development. He is also a very lose and very
dear friend, and one of the most insightful, kind and intelligent people we have ever known. We salute his
very distinguished past, and we wish him every su ess and happiness in his future.
2. Preliminaries

We assume the reader familiar with basi ategori al on epts, in luding limits, olimits, fun tor ategories,
and adjoints. We use semi olon for morphism omposition, written in diagrammati order, that is, if f : a ! b
and g : b ! are morphisms, then f ; g : a ! is their omposition. C(a; b) denotes the morphisms a ! b
in ategory C, and we let jCj denote the obje ts of C; also we use \;" for verti al omposition of natural
transformations and \#" for their horizontal omposition. Cat and Set denote the ategories of all lo ally
small ategories (i.e., those with a set of morphisms between any two obje ts) and of sets, respe tively, while
at denotes the ategory of all small ategories. Similarly, SET denotes the ategory of lasses (in luding
both small and \large" sets) and CAT denotes the ategory of all (large and small, not ne essarily lo ally
small) ategories. All of these (and thus also their opposites) are both omplete and o omplete [Lan71℄.
2.1. Indexed Categories

Institutions, with their variation of syntax and semanti s over signatures of non-logi al symbols, are an
instan e of a general ategori al notion apturing stru tures that vary over other stru tures. Let Ind be any
ategory, with obje ts that we will all indi es.
De nition 2.1. An indexed ategory is a fun tor C : Indop ! Cat; when i 2 jIndj, we may write Ci
for C (i). Given an indexed ategory C , then Flat(C ) is the ategory having pairs (i; a) as obje ts, where i
is an obje t in Ind and a is an obje t in Ci , and having pairs ( ; f ) : (i; a) ! (i0 ; a0 ) as morphisms, where
2 Ind(i; i0 ) and f 2 Ci (a; C (a0 )).

The attening of an indexed ategory is often alled the Grothendie k onstru tion, after [Gro63℄, though
the notion of indexed ategory used there is mu h more general than the one used here. The following gives
suÆ ient onditions for the attening of an indexed ategory to be omplete or o omplete [TBG91℄:
Theorem 2.2. If C : Indop ! Cat is an indexed ategory, then:
1. If Ind is omplete, if Ci is omplete for ea h i 2 jIndj, and if C : Cj ! Ci is ontinuous for ea h
: i ! j , then Flat(C ) is omplete.
2. If Ind is o omplete, if Ci is o omplete for ea h i 2 jIndj, and if C : Cj ! Ci has a left adjoint for
ea h : i ! j , then Flat(C ) is o omplete.
Given an indexed
ategory
C : Indop ! Cat, de ne the indexed ategory C op : Indop ! Cat by Ciop is
op
op
op
op
(Ci ) and C : Cj ! Ci is (C )op for 2 Ind(i; j ). The following is immediate from Theorem 2.2, but
is worth stating expli itly be ause it is so easy to be ome onfused by the dualities that are involved:
Corollary 2.3. If C : Indop ! Cat is an indexed ategory, then:
1. If Ind is omplete, if Ci is o omplete for ea h i 2 jIndj, and if C : Cj ! Ci is o ontinuous for ea h
: i ! j , then Flat(C op ) is omplete.
2. If Ind is o omplete, if Ci is omplete for ea h i 2 jIndj, and if C : Cj ! Ci has a right adjoint for
ea h : i ! j , then Flat(C op ) is o omplete.
2.2. Fun tor Categories and Kan Extensions

Given ategories T and S, let TS denote the ategory of fun0 tors from S to T, with natural transformations
as morphisms, and for any fun tor  : S ! S0 , let T : TS ! TS denote the fun tor de ned by T (I 0 ) =
; I 0 for a fun tor I 0 : S0 ! T, and by T () = 1 #  for a natural transformation  : I 0 ) J 0 , where
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I 0 ; J 0 : S0 ! T are fun tors. Also let T : Catop ! Cat denote the fun tor that takes a ategory S to TS
and a fun tor  : S ! S0 to T . Note that T : Catop ! Cat is an indexed ategory for any ategory T.
Proposition 2.4. If T is omplete ( o omplete) then TS is omplete ( o omplete) for any ategory S, and
T is ontinuous ( o ontinuous) for any fun tor  : S ! S0 .
Proof. Hint: Limits and olimits in TS are omputed pointwise, e.g., see [Lan71℄, p. 112.
After the de nition below, we give some general ategori al results that are used later in the paper, the rst
of whi h is proved in [Lan71℄. The next subse tion gives some appli ations to diagram ategories.
De nition 2.5. Given fun tors  : S ! S0 and I : S ! T, a right Kan extension of I along  is a
pair ontaining a fun tor I 0 : S0 ! T and a natural transformation  : ; I 0 ) I whi h is universal from T
to I , that is, for every J 0 : S0 ! T and 0 : ; J 0 ) I there is a unique natural transformation  : J 0 ) I 0
su h that 0 = (1 # ); . Dually, a left Kan extension of I along  is a fun tor I 0 : S0 ! T and a
natural transformation  : I ) ; I 0 whi h is universal from I to T , that is, for every J 0 : S0 ! T and
0 : I ) ; J 0 there is a unique natural transformation  : I 0 ) J 0 su h that 0 = ; (1 # ).
Proposition 2.6. Given a small ategory S, then:
1. If T is omplete then any fun tor I : S ! T has a right Kan extension along any  : S ! S0 , and also
T has a right adjoint.
2. If T is o omplete then any fun tor I : S ! T has a left Kan extension along any  : S ! S0 , and also
T has a left adjoint.
Theorem 2.7. T ontravariantly lifts adjoints to fun tor ategory adjoints.
Proof. Hint: If h; 0 ; ; i : S ! S0 is an adjoint pair of fun tors (with 0 a left adjoint to ), then so is
hT0 0 ;0T ; T ; T i : TS ! TS0 , where (T )I 0 =  # 1I 0 and (T )I =  # 1I for all fun tors I : S ! T and
I : S ! T.
Then using the same notation as in the above proof, we also have:
Corollary 2.8. Nat(; I 0 ; I ) ' Nat(I 0 ; 0 ; I ), naturally in both I and I 0 . More pre isely, a natural transformation  : ; I 0 ) I goes to ( # 1I 0 ); (10 # ), and onversely, a natural transformation 0 : I 0 ) 0 ; I
goes to (1 # 0 ); ( # 1I ).
2.3. Diagram Categories

When Ind is atop , the opposite of the ategory of small ategories,
and when for some xed ategory
0
T, ea h C (I ) is the fun tor ategory TI , with C ( ) = T : TI ! TI for : I ! I 0 , then Flat(C ) is
the lassi al diagram ategory, here denoted dgm(T). We are also interested in the ase where Ind is
Catop , the opposite of the ategory of lo ally small ategories, for whi h we use the notation Dgm(T);
this was used in an abstra t formulation of institution in [GB92℄, as also dis ussed here in Appendix E. An
important variation takes C ( ) to be (T )op , for whi h we will use the notations oDgm(T) and oDgm(T),
respe tively. The following onsequen e of results above is therefore of interest:
Corollary 2.9. The ategory dgm(T) is omplete if T is, and is o omplete if T is. Also the ategory
Dgm(T) is omplete if T is. Furthermore, odgm(T) is omplete if T is o omplete, and is o omplete if
T is omplete, while oDgm(T) is omplete if T is o omplete.
Proof. Proposition 2.4 implies that for ea h : I ! J in at (or in Cat), the fun tor T is ontinuous and
o ontinuous, Proposition 2.6 implies that ea h T has a right adjoint, and then Theorem 2.2 and Corollary
2.3 omplete the proof.
Completeness of dgm(T) was also shown in [Gog73℄ in the ontext of a general systems theory. One an
be more pre ise, in that dgm(T) has whatever limits and olimits T has, and dually for odgm(T), while
Dgm(T) has whatever limits T has, and oDgm(T). Deli ate set theoreti issues arise for the o ompleteness of Dgm(T) and oDgm(T), as dis ussed in Example 4.10. The following is also needed later:
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Proposition 2.10. The forgetful fun tors on the diagram ategories, dgm(T) and Dgm(T), whi h extra t
the underlying \shape" ategory, preserve whatever limits and olimits exist in the diagram ategories. The
same holds for the odiagram ategories. Also, if given a fun tor F : T ! T 0, we let dgm(F ) : dgm(T ) !
dgm(T 0 ) denote the fun tor that omposes diagrams over T with F to get diagrams over T 0 , then dgm(F )
is both ontinuous and o ontinuous if F is; moreover, the same holds for Dgm(F ), odgm(F ), and
oDgm(F ).
Proof. This again uses the fa t that limits and olimits are omputed pointwise in fun tor ategories.
2.4. Twisted Relation Categories

Twisted relations were introdu ed in [GB92℄ and were also explored in [Ros99℄:
De nition 2.11. Let Trel be the ategory of twisted relations, with triples hA; R; B i as its obje ts,
where A is a ategory, B is a set and R  jAj  B , and with pairs hF; gi : hA; R; B i ! hA0 ; R0 ; B 0 i as its
morphisms where F : A0 ! A is a fun tor and g : B ! B 0 is a fun tion su h that the diagram

jAO j

R

B
g

F

jA0 j



0
R0 B
ommutes, in the sense that for any a0 2 jA0 j and b 2 B , we have a0 R0 g(b) i F (a0 )Rb.
There are four natural variants of this de nition, arising from the four hoi es of one of sets or ategories
for the left and right omponents of the triples; let us all these the original variants, sin e they already
appear in [GB92℄, and even earlier in [GB86℄. Those variants where the right omponent is ategory-valued
give rise to institutions that allow dedu tion, whereas those where the left omponent is ategory-valued
give rise to institutions that allow morphisms of models (see the dis ussion after De nition 3.1). It is not
hard to see that the following holds for all four original variants, by generalizing the proof given in [Ros99℄,
as already suggested there:
Proposition 2.12. Trel is both omplete and o omplete.
3. Institutions

Here nally is (a restri ted formulation of) the main basi on ept of this paper:
De nition 3.1. An institution I = (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=) onsists of a ategory Sign whose obje ts are
alled signatures, a fun tor Mod : Sign ! Catop giving for ea h signature  a ategory of -models,
a fun tor Sen : Sign ! Set giving for ea h signature a set of -senten es, and a jSignj-indexed relation
j= = fj= j  2 jSignjg with j=  jMod()j  Sen(), su h that for any signature morphism ' :  ! 0 ,
the following diagram ommutes,

'


0

jModO ()j
Mod(')
jMod(0 )j

that is, the following satisfa tion ondition
m0 j=0 Sen(')(f ) i Mod(')(m0 ) j= f
holds for all m0 2 jMod(0 )j and f 2 Sen().

j=

j=0

Sen()


Sen(')

Sen(0 )
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We all the above the lassi notion of institution, as opposed to the variants dis ussed below, sin e this
notion appeared in the earliest versions of [GB92℄, in luding [GB84a℄. Note that in using this de nition,
we may impli itly repla e Mod by Modop in order to get the expe ted arrow, following an established
onvention for ontravariant fun tors in ategori al formulae. We often write only ' instead of Sen(') and
' instead of Mod('); the fun tor ' is alled the redu t fun tor asso iated to '. With this notation,
the satisfa tion ondition be omes
m0 j=0 '(f ) i m0' j= f :
We also use the satisfa tion notation with a set of senten es F on its right side, letting m j= F mean that
m satis es ea h senten e in F , and further extend this notation by letting F j= F 0 mean that m j= F 0 for
any -model m with m j= F . We may omit the subs ript  in j= when it an be inferred from ontext.
The losure of a set of -senten es F , denoted F  , is the set of all f in Sen() su h that F j= f . The
senten es in F  are often alled the theorems of F . Closure is obviously a losure operator4.
Noti e the asymmetry in De nition 3.1, between treating senten es using sets and treating models using
ategories; this is in onvenient in ases where lasses instead of sets of senten es are needed, or where
the additional stru ture provided by morphisms is needed. Fortunately, natural variants of the institution
notion arise from hoosing either Cat or Set for the targets of the fun tors Sen and Mod, of ourse with
Mod always ontravariant; we all these four variants the original variants, be ause they already appear
in [GB92℄ (page 111). The two variants where Sen is Cat-valued allow dedu tion via morphisms among
senten es (as advo ated for example by Lambek and (Phil) S ott [LS86℄) with (possibly in nite) onjun tion
appearing as ategori al produ t. From any su h ategory, we an obtain another, whi h is a partial ordering,
by de ning f ` f 0 i there is a morphism from f to f 0 ; this yields an entailment relation. Su h ategories
an also be obtained dire tly from a system of rules of dedu tion, and we will refer to all su h ategories
as entailment variants. We ould instead use multi ategories5 as advo ated by Meseguer [Mes89℄ with
their forgetful fun tor to sets, or any other stru ture that allows appropriate proof representations. Twisted
relations are easily adapted to su h variants, as are Proposition 2.12 and the later ompleteness results
that build upon it. We will informally all these, and any other variants that an arise just by substituting
other appropriate ategories in the twisted ategory de nition (see Theorem 4.6 below), the lose variants
of the institution on ept, be ause te hni ally they pro eed in the same way. The main original paper
on institutions, [GB92℄, gave an even more ategori al de nition of institution, in whi h twisted relation
ategories were re onstru ted as ertain omma ategories; general properties of omma ategories then
elegantly repla ed detailed arguments about twisted relations. This material is reviewed in Appendix E,
where it enables us to give a pre ise de nition for the notion of lose variant, and to prove some of its
properties in a general way.
Example 3.2. We brie y dis uss some institutions that are espe ially relevant to this paper.
1. Classi al unsorted universal algebra, the institution of whi h we denote USA, goes ba k to Birkho
[Bir35℄; it is the one sorted spe ial ase of the many sorted algebra dis ussed below.
2. Many sorted algebra, the institution of whi h we denote MSA, was rst shown to be an institution in
early drafts of [GB92℄. Here signatures and algebras are the usual overloaded many sorted signatures and
algebras (but we do allow empty arriers), whi h go ba k to Goguen [Gog75℄; senten es are expli itly universally quanti ed pairs of terms, and satisfa tion is de ned in the obvious way. Proving the satisfa tion
ondition does take a bit of work (see [GB92℄), but as with many other examples, this an be alleviated
by using harters [GB86℄.
3. Order sorted algebra, the institution for whi h we denote OSA, has overloaded order sorted signatures
and algebras, with expli itly universally quanti ed pairs of terms as senten es, e.g., see [GD94℄ for details.
The rst proof that this is an institution was probably given by Yan [Yan93℄ for a ase that also in luded
so alled sort onstraints; see also the proofs in [Ros94℄ and [Mos96b℄, noting that there are many variants
of order sorted algebra [GD94℄.
4. Among the many variants of rst order logi , we rst mention the one with many sorted fun tion and
predi ate symbols in its signature, plus of ourse the usual logi al symbols and the models (though we
4
5

That is, it is extensive, monotoni and idempotent, i.e., F  F  , F  F 0 implies F   F 0  , and F  = F .
See the end of Se tion 3.1 for some further details.
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allow empty arriers); let MSFOL denote this institution, and let FOL denote its unsorted variant; proofs
for their satisfa tion onditions are sket hed in [GB92℄.
Many sorted rst order logi with equality, denoted MSFOLE, enri hes MSFOL by allowing equations
as atoms, rather than just predi ates; a proof that this forms an institution is sket hed in [GB92℄. The
unsorted spe ial ase is denoted FOLE.
Many sorted Horn lause logi is the same as MSFOL ex ept that only Horn lauses are allowed as
senten es; let us denote this institution MSHCL, its unsorted variant by HCL, its variant with equations
as additional atoms MSHCLE, and its unsorted variant with equations as atoms HCLE; proof sket hes
again may be found in [GB92℄.
Partial algebra, denoted PA, is dis ussed in Appendix A.
Supersorted order sorted algebra, denoted OSA? , is dis ussed in Appendix B.
Two versions of hidden algebra, denoted HA1 and HA2 , are dis ussed in Appendix C.
ourse there are many many other examples, some of whi h have very di erent hara ters. 

3.1. Some Basi s

We review some basi s from [GB92℄:
Proposition 3.3. For any morphism ' :  ! 0 and sets F; F 0 of -senten es:
1. Closure Lemma: '(F  )  '(F ) ;
2. '(F  ) = '(F ) ;
3. (F  [ F 0 ) = (F [ F 0 ) .
De nition 3.4. A spe i ation or presentation is a pair (; F ) where  is a signature and F is a set
of -senten es. A spe i ation morphism from (; F ) to (0 ; F 0 ) is a signature morphism ' :  ! 0
su h that '(F )  F 0 . Spe i ations and spe i ation morphisms give a ategory denoted Spe . A theory
(; F ) is a spe i ation with F = F  ; the full sub ategory of theories in Spe is denoted Th.
The in lusion fun tor U : Th ! Spe is an equivalen e of ategories, having a left-adjoint-left-inverse
F : Spe ! Th, given by F (; F ) = (; F  ) on obje ts and identity on morphisms; note that F is also a
right adjoint of U , so that Th is a re e tive and ore e tive sub ategory of Spe . It is also known [GB92℄
that Th is o omplete whenever Sign is o omplete, and that Th has pushouts whenever Sign does. The
following onstru tion for pushouts in Th is a spe ial ase of the general olimit reation result proved in
[GB92℄:
Proposition 3.5. Given theory morphisms '1 : (; F ) ! (1 ; F1 ) and '2 : (; F ) ! 2 ; F2 ), if


'1 /
1

'2




'01

2 '0 / 0
2

is a pushout in Sign, then

(; F )

'1 /
(1 ; F1 )

'2


(2 ; F2 )

'02

/



'01

(0 ; F 0 )

is a pushout in Th, where F 0 = ('0 1 (F1 ) [ '0 2 (F2 )) .
De nition 3.6. A theory morphism ' : (; F ) ! (0 ; F 0 ) is onservative i for any (; F )-model m there
is some (0 ; F 0 )-model m0 su h that m0 '= m. A signature morphism ' :  ! 0 is onservative i it is
onservative as a morphism of void theories, i.e., ' : (; ; ) ! (0 ; ;0  ).

Institution Morphisms
The following is not diÆ ult to prove (see [Ros97a℄):
Proposition 3.7. Given ' :  ! 0 , f 2 Sen() and F
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 Sen(), then:

1. F j= f implies '(F ) j=0 '(f ).
2. If ' is onservative, then F j= f i '(F ) j=0 '(f ).
The next result (expli it in [Ros99℄ for the lassi institutions of De nition 3.1, and impli it in [GB92℄
for all the lose variants) says that an institution over a ategory of signatures Sign an be regarded as a
fun tor with target Trel, and vi e versa; this also holds for the lose variants of the institution and twisted
relation on epts (when they are appropriately orrelated). Theorem 4.6 extends this result from obje ts to
morphisms and omorphisms (see also [Tar86a℄).

Proposition 3.8. There is a bije tion (i.e., a one-to-one orresponden e between lasses) between institutions over Sign and fun tors Sign ! Trel.
Every institution (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=) has an asso iated fun tor Sign ! Trel taking a signature  2 jSignj
to the triple hMod(); j= ; Sen()i, and taking a signature morphism ' :  ! 0 to the \twisted" morphism
hMod('); Sen(')i; also, every fun tor I : Sign ! Trel has an asso iated institution (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=)
su h that if I () = hA ; R ; B i, then Mod() = A , Sen() = B and j= = R , and su h that for
a signature morphism ' :  ! 0 , if I (') = hF' ; g'i, then Mod(') = F' and Sen(') = g'. Moreover,
these two asso iations are inverse to ea h other. Therefore we an use the tuple and fun tor notations for
institutions inter hangeably.
An institution where the Sen fun tor is ategory-valued is said to be omplete i for any two -senten es
f; f 0 , we have
f ` f 0 i f j= f 0 :
We an de ne ompa tness in the same style, provided Sen() has suitable extra stru ture, su h as that of
an in nitary multi ategory6: an institution is ompa t i whenever f ` f 0 then f0 ` f 0 for some nite
f0  f .
3.2. In lusive Institutions

In many ategories, among the moni s are some espe ially simple and natural maps whi h may be alled
in lusions. Although many professional ategory theorists are loathe to onsider them, be ause of their desire
to identify things that are isomorphi , in lusions are in fa t a natural on ept, the use of whi h an greatly
simplify some appli ations, espe ially where syntax is the obje t of study. For example, we really do prefer
a subsignature to be given by an in lusion, so that the exa t same symbols are involved; and the same holds
for modules in both programming and spe i ation. At the end of [GB92℄, axiomatizing and then exploiting
in lusions for modularization was listed among the open problems. A rst solution was given in [DGS93℄ with
the formal notion of in lusion system, whi h was then used to signi antly simplify the semanti s of module
systems over an institution. The abstra t notion of in lusion system was further studied and simpli ed in a
series of papers [Hil96, CR97, CR00, Ros97b℄. Here we brie y summarize the urrent state, and sket h some
appli ations.
There is a well known orresponden e between ertain small ategories and partially ordered sets, or
posets for short; these ategories have exa tly one obje t A for ea h element a in the set, a morphism from
A to B i a  b, and they satisfy anti-symmetry, in that if there is a morphism from A to B and another
from B to A then A = B ; hereafter, we will identify posets with their orresponding ategories. Sums and
produ ts orrespond to unions and interse tions, respe tively, and a poset with nite sums and produ ts is
a latti e, with all the usual properties thereof. Of ourse, things generalizes from sets to lasses, whi h we
will all po lasses; we let ,! denote the po lass morphisms.
6

While an ordinary multi ategory has nite lists as obje ts, our notion of in nitary multi ategory is a monoidal ategory
with arbitrary subsets of a given in nite set as its obje ts, and with union as its multipli ation; we hope to develop this notion,
whi h in this form works only as an entailment variant, in detail at some later time.
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De nition 3.9. An in lusive ategory C is a ategory with a broad sub ategory7 I whi h is a po lass,
alled its sub ategory of in lusions, having nite interse tions and unions, su h that for every pair of
obje ts A, B , their union in I is a pushout in C of their interse tion in I. C is distributive i I is distributive.
A fun tor between two in lusive ategories is an in lusive fun tor (or preserves in lusions) i it takes
in lusions in the sour e ategory to in lusions in the target ategory.
This notion of in lusion is similar to that of (weak) in lusion systems [DGS93, Hil96, CR97, CR00, Ros97b℄,
ex ept that no fa torization properties are assumed; however, the weaker notion is adequate for many purposes. Also, sums and produ ts are not needed for many appli ations. In lusive ategories an play a similar
role to fa torization systems [HS73, Nem82℄, but tend to have smoother proofs.
The following enri hes an institution with in lusions [Ros97a℄:
De nition 3.10. An in lusive institution is an institution with its ategory of signatures and its Sen
fun tor both in lusive. An in lusive institution is distributive i its ategory of signatures is distributive,
and is semiexa t i the fun tor Mod : Sign ! Catop preserves pushouts, i.e., it takes pushouts in Sign
to pullba ks in Cat.
The above applies the general institutional notion of semiexa tness introdu ed in [DGS93℄ to in lusive
institutions; semiexa tness is a weakening of exa tness, whi h says that Mod preserves olimits, and seems
to have rst appeared in [ST88a℄; it was used by Tarle ki [Tar86a, Tar86b, Tar86 ℄ for abstra t algebrai
institutions, and by Meseguer [Mes89℄ for general logi s. Although many sorted logi s tend to be exa t, their
unsorted variants tend to be only semiexa t.
The ategory of theories, Th, inherits many properties from Sign. One of the most important of these
is that Th is o omplete if Sign is. Moreover, taking theory in lusions to be theory morphisms whi h are
signature in lusions, we have
Proposition 3.11. For an in lusive institution:
1. Th is in lusive; and
2. Th has pushouts that preserve in lusions if Sign has pushouts that preserve in lusions.
Note that it is often more onvenient to speak of a theory extension than of a theory in lusion.
Inspired by Goguen and Tra z's \implementation oriented" (i.e., more on rete) semanti s for modularization [GT00℄, Rosu [Ros97a℄ introdu ed the notion of module spe i ation as a generalization of a standard
spe i ation, having both publi (or visible) and private symbols via in lusions of signatures, and then explored their properties and gave semanti s for module omposition over an arbitrary in lusive institution.
More pre isely, a module spe i ation in an in lusive institution is a triple (; F; 0 ), where 0 ,!  and
F is a set of -senten es. The visible theorems (or the visible onsequen es) of a module (; F; 0 ) are the
0 -senten es satis ed by F over , and a model of (; F; 0 ) is a 0 -model of its visible onsequen es.
For another appli ation, in lusive institutions are an attra tive alternative to Mossakowski's \institutions
with symbols" [Mos00℄, whi h assign a set of symbols to ea h signature, as part of a semanti s for the asl
language [CoF00℄, sin e in lusions will automati ally keep tra k of shared symbols in subsignatures, while
allowing all the usual operations on modules, in luding renaming, to be (more) easily and naturally expressed.
It is our view that in lusive institutions provide the most natural and easy way to formulate the semanti s
of spe i ation languages like OBJ3 [GWM+ ar℄, asl [CoF00℄, CafeOBJ [DF98℄, and BOBJ [GLR00℄.
4. Institution Morphisms and Comorphisms

Perhaps the two best known kinds of morphism between institutions are the original \morphisms" of Goguen
and Burstall [GB92℄, and the \plain maps" of Meseguer [Mes89℄, later given the better name \representations"
by Tarle ki [Tar96a, Tar87℄. We show a natural duality between these two, by viewing their ategories
with institutions as obje ts as attened indexed ategories; this motivates our preferen e for the institution
omorphism terminology, and also yields easy proofs of ompleteness and o ompleteness, using the fa t that
given a fun tor between signature ategories, any institution over the sour e signature ategory extends to
an institution over the target signature ategory along that fun tor in two anoni al ways, given by the left
7

In the sense that it has the same obje ts as C.
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and right Kan extensions. Arrais and Fiadeiro [AF96℄ showed that given an adjun tion between signature
ategories, an institution morphism gives rise to an institution omorphism and vi e versa. We show that this
result is a natural onsequen e of the fa t that an adjoint between signature ategories lifts ontravariantly
to fun tor ategories.
The original morphisms for institutions introdu ed with the institution on ept in [GB92℄ seem to be
the most natural notion. In parti ular, they in lude stru ture forgetting, and hen e stru ture embedding
or representation relationships. Our examples will show that morphi formulations are usually simpler and
more natural in other ontexts as well.
De nition 4.1. Given institutions I = (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=) and I0 = (Sign0 ; Mod0 ; Sen0 ; j=0 ), an institution morphism from I to I0 onsists of a fun tor  : Sign ! Sign0 , a natural transformation
: Mod ) ; Mod0 , and a natural transformation : ; Sen0 ) Sen, su h that the following satisfa tion ondition holds for ea h  2 jSignj, m 2 jMod()j and f 0 2 Sen0 (()),
0
0
m j=  (f 0 ) i
 (m) j=() f :
We let INS denote the ategory of institutions with institution morphisms.
Note that the fun tor  on signatures and the natural transformation on models go in the same dire tion
in this de nition, while the natural transformation goes in the opposite dire tion.
Meseguer [Mes89℄ introdu ed a dual of the institution morphisms of Goguen and Burstall under the
name \plain map," later renamed \representation" by Tarle ki [Tar96a, Tar96b℄; however, we prefer the
name \ omorphism" in order to emphasize the important duality between these two on epts.
De nition 4.2. Given institutions I = (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=) and I0 = (Sign0 ; Mod0 ; Sen0 ; j=0 ), an institution omorphism from I to I0 onsists of  : Sign ! Sign0 , a natural transformation : ; Mod0 ) Mod,
and a natural transformation : Sen ) ; Sen0 , su h that the following ( o-)satisfa tion ondition holds
for ea h  2 jSignj, m0 2 jMod0 (())j, and f 2 Sen(0 ),
0
m0 j=0()  (f ) :
 (m ) j= f i

We let oINS denote the ategory of institutions and institution omorphisms.
Cerioli introdu ed the related notion of simulation [Cer93℄, whi h requires that be a surje tive partial
natural transformation; we onje ture that many, or even most, examples of this notion will be at least as
well aptured by forward institution morphisms or some variant thereof (see Se tion 6 below). The basis for
this onje ture is the intuition that it will often be possible to reformulate natural examples to use something
like an inverse of .
It is hara teristi of our subje t that the same example an often be presented in more than one way.
For example, onsider the relationship between the institutions of equational logi and rst order logi with
equality, for simpli ity restri ted to the unsorted versions. Sin e signatures for rst order logi with equality
are pairs (; ) where  gives the predi ate symbols and  gives the fun tion symbols, we an apture the
relationship between the two kinds of signature with a forgetful fun tor sending (; ) to , or with an
embedding fun tor sending  to (;; ). An apparently insuÆ iently well known small insight from ategory
theory is that it is very often better to work with forgetful fun tors than with fun tors going the other
way, even if they are adjoint. For example, the forgetful fun tor from groups to sets better expresses the
relationship between these two than the free group fun tor; and we an see a similar phenomenon in our little
example where the forgetful fun tor avoids the (admittedly rather small) arbitrariness of introdu ing the
empty set. Although intuitively we have an embedding of equational signatures into rst order with equality
signatures, it is more natural to use the forgetful fun tor than the embedding fun tor. The examples below
extend this insight from signatures to institutions.
Example 4.3. We give some examples of morphisms and omorphisms for embeddings.
1. First some more details of the embedding of equational logi into rst order logi with equality. Let 
denote the forgetful fun tor whi h on obje ts sends (; ) to , let  be the forgetful fun tor sending
a (; )-model to the orresponding -algebra, and let (;) send a -equation to the same equation
viewed as a (; )-senten e (whi h may require adding quanti ers). It is now easy to he k the naturality
and satisfa tion onditions.
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2. A ontrasting ase is the embedding of unsorted equational logi into many sorted equational logi ,
be ause here there is no natural forgetful fun tor for the signatures; therefore this is better seen as a
omorphism, with  mapping an unsorted signature to the orresponding one sorted signature, and with
the obvious and .
3. On the other hand, if we modify the many sorted equational logi institution to provide distinguished
elements in its sort sets8 , then there is a natural forgetful fun tor from many sorted signatures to unsorted
signatures, and we get an institution morphism. We en ourage the reader to work out the details of this
as an exer ise.
4. An example similar to the rst above (but simpler) is the embedding of Horn lause logi into rst order
logi . Here the signature ategories are the same in the two institutions, onsisting of just indexed sets
of predi ate symbols, and  is the identity fun tor. The two model ategories are also the same, and
 onsists of all identity fun tors (where  is a signature of predi ate symbols). Finally, ea h  is
the in lusion of the -Horn lauses into the rst order -senten es. Sin e so many of the stru tures in
this example are the same, there is no signi ant di eren e between using this morphism and using the
orresponding omorphism to represent the relationship of the two institutions; moreover, these two are
dual in the sense of Se tion 4.2.
5. There is also a omorphism from equational logi to rst order logi with equality. Let 0 send an
equational signature  to the rst order signature (;; ), let 0 send a -equation to the orresponding
(;; )-senten e, and let 0 send a (;; )-model to the orresponding -algebra. We will see in Se tion 4.2
that this omorphism is dual to the morphism of item 1 above in a very natural way.
There are many more examples of a similar hara ter. In general, it appears that the forgetful morphism
versions are somewhat simpler and more natural than the omorphism versions. 
An important appli ation for institution morphisms, rst studied in [GB92℄, is to support the re-use of a
theorem prover for an instutition I on a problem \f 0 2 F 0 " in another institution I0 by translating it from
I0 to I. The following is Proposition 35 (page 126) of [GB92℄:
Theorem 4.4. Given an institution morphism (; ; ) : I ! I0 su h that  is surje tive on obje ts for all
, and given an I0 -spe i ation (0 ; F ) and a 0 -senten e f 0 , then
0
0
f 0 2 F 0 i
 (f ) 2  (F )
where  is su h that 0 = ().
Results like this have ome to be alled \borrowing" theorems, after the work of Cerioli and Meseguer [CM97℄,
who gave a borrowing theorem for omorphisms. Many interesting omorphisms that support borrowing for
the asl system appear in [Mos02℄. It seems that almost any notion of institution morphism will support some
kind of borrowing theorem; see [Tar96a, Mos02℄, and also [Mes98℄ for \generalized maps of institutions" whi h
embody some very general (but rather omplex) onditions that support borrowing. Although borrowing is
not a major on ern of the present paper, and we hope to treat it arefully in a later work, for now we note
that Theorem 4.4 an be very useful in pra ti e, e.g., when (; ; ) is a forgetful morphism.
Example 4.5. There is an institution omorphism from OSA? to PA (these institutions of partial algebra,
and of supersorted order sorted algebra, are de ned in Appendi es A and B, whi h also review the notation
from [Gog97℄ that we use here). Given a supersorted signature (S; ) and a partial (S 0 ; 0 )-algebra A0 , it
is natural to extend A0 to an order sorted (S; )-algebra by adding a spe ial symbol ? alled the error
element, to the arrier of ea h supersort s?, and extending all partial operations to total operations having
the value ? where they were unde ned, and propagate error elements. A disadvantage of this onstru tion is
that it does not provide information about the origin of errors.
For any supersorted signature (S; ) and partial (S 0 ; 0 )-algebra A0 , let 0 (A0 ) be the S -sorted family
given by
1. ( 0 (A0 ))s0 = A0s0 for all s0 2 S 0 , and
2. ( 0 (A0 ))s0 ? = A0s0 [ f?g for all s0 2 S 0 .
8

This is by no means an unnatural on ept. For example, in the OBJ3 system, every module has a \prin ipal sort," whi h
is needed for omputing default views [GWM+ ar℄. We an therefore argue that these \pointed sort sets" are a tually more
natural, at least for many omputer s ien e appli ations.
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Then 0 (A0 ) an be given an (S; )-algebra stru ture as follows, where  is an operation in :
1. ( 0 (A0 )) (a1 ; :::; an ) = A0 (a1 ; :::; an ) if a1 ; :::; an are di erent from the error element ? and A0 (a1 ; :::; an )
is de ned; and
2. ( 0 (A0 )) (a1 ; :::; an ) = ? if any of a1 ; :::; an is equal to ? or if A0 (a1 ; :::; an ) is not de ned.
We all 0 (A0 ) the single error superextension of A0 , and it is easily seen that 0 (A0 ) is a stri t -algebra.
As shown in [Gog97℄, 0 an be organized as a fun tor 0 : PAlg([ ) ! OSAlg() whi h is left inverse to
U , and whi h is right adjoint0 to0 U restri ted to stri t algebras9; moreover, 0 is a0 natural transformation.[
Now we an he k that ( ; ; ), with as de ned in Appendix B, and with  the forgetful fun tor
of Appendix B, is a omorphism OSA? ! PA. When the signature is lear from ontext, we prefer to write ?
for 0 and to omit  . Then the satisfa tion ondition for this omorphism is as follows, for A0 2 PAlg([ )
and ( ; e) 2 Sen? (),
A0? j= ( ; e) i A0 j=Æ [ ( ; e) :
This not entirely trivial result is proved in [Gog97℄.
However, a simpler relationship between these institutions is given by an institution morphism PA !
OSA? that we will now de ne. Given a many sorted signature (D; ) and a partial -algebra A, it is natural
to extend  to a supersorted order sorted signature ? = (D [ D? ; ) by adding an error supersort d? for
ea h sort d 2 D, extending A to an order sorted (D [ D? ; )-algebra by adding the error element ? to the
arrier of ea h supersort d? , and extending all partial operations to total operations taking the value ? where
they were unde ned. As above, errors are propagated by these operations, and information about the origin
of errors is lost.
Given a partial -algebra A, let  (A) be the (D [ D? )-sorted family given by
1. ( (A))d = Ad for all d 2 D, and
2. ( (A))d? = Ad [ f?g for all d 2 D.
Then  (A) an be made a ? -algebra by de ning (  (A)) (a1 ; :::; an ) as A (a1 ; :::; an ) when A (a1 ; :::; an )
is de ned, and ? when A (a1 ; :::; an ) is not de ned, for  2 . We all  (A) the single error superextension of A, and it is easy to he k that it is a stri t ? -algebra, and that  an be organized as a
fun tor  : PAlg() ! OSAlg(? ) whi h is left inverse to U? , and right adjoint to U? restri ted to
stri t algebras; moreover, is a natural transformation.
Now we an he k that (; ; ), with as in Appendix B, and with  the fun tor de ned above, is a
morphism PA ! OSA? . As above, when the signature is lear, we may write ? for  and omit  , so the
satisfa tion ondition for this institution morphism, for A 2 PAlg() and ( ; e) 2 Sen? (? ), is
A j=Æ ( ; e) i A? j=? ( ; e) ;
whi h is not diÆ ult to he k.
Let us now ompare the morphism and the omorphism. It is lear from the onstru tions that there
are many similarities. But it is also lear that is signi antly simpler to onstru t than 0 , and that  is
simpler than 0 . It also turns out that the morphism satisfa tion ondition is signi antly easier to he k
than the omorphism ondition. All this seems onsistent with our hypothesis about the greater naturality
of morphisms over omorphisms10. 
The following extends Proposition 3.8 to morphisms and to omorphisms, and of ourse, it holds for all
lose variants; proofs for the lassi ase of De nition 3.1 an be found in [Ros99℄.
Theorem 4.6. INS is isomorphi to the ategory Dgm(Trel) = Flat((Trel )op ), and oINS is isomorphi to oDgm(Trel) = Flat(Trel ).
9 A subtle point arising here is that initial order sorted algebras may not be stri t.
10 On the other hand, it is interesting to note that it is the omorphism that involves the forgetful fun

tor here, and that the
authors un overed the morphism relatively late in writing this paper. Perhaps su h phenomena help to explain why mu h of
the literature seems to prefer omorphisms over morphisms. We thank Till Mossakowski for pointing out that [Mos02℄ ontains
a di erent, simpler omorphism for this example, going the opposite way; although the logi s in [Mos02℄ are rst order, they
an be lowered to equational logi s to fa ilitate omparison.
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Therefore we an use morphisms in Flat((Trel )op ) instead of institution morphisms whenever this simplies the exposition. The intuition behind this isomorphism is that any institution morphism ( ; ) as in
De nition 4.1 orresponds to a morphism (; ) in Flat((Trel )op ),
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Sign0
where  : ; I0 ) I is the natural transformation de ned as  = h  ;  i for ea h  in Sign.
Similarly, we an use morphisms in Flat(Trel ) instead of institution omorphisms whenever this simplies the exposition. The intuition is that any institution omorphism (; ; ) as in De nition 4.2 orresponds
to a morphism h; i in Flat(Trel ),
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where  : I ) ; I0 is the natural transformation de ned by  = h  ;

 i.

4.1. Completeness and Co ompleteness

The following is an important onsequen e of Theorem 4.6, using Corollary 2.9 plus Propositions 2.12 and
2.4; of ourse it holds for all the lose variants of institutions.

INS and oINS are both omplete.
Completeness of INS was rst shown by Tarle ki in [Tar86a℄ for the lassi notion of De nition 3.1, and
ompleteness of oINS by Tarle ki in [Tar96b℄, again for the lassi ase; proofs for the lassi ase an also
be found in [Ros99℄. 4.10.
Re all that at denotes the ategory of small ategories, SINS the ategory of institutions over small
signature ategories and institution morphisms, and oSINS the ategory of institutions over small signature

Corollary 4.7.

ategories and institution omorphisms. Sin e at is both omplete and o omplete, and sin e the proof of
Theorem 4.6 works just as well for ategories of small signatures, we obtain the following, whi h also holds
for all lose variants of the institution on epts;

Proposition 4.8.

SINS and oSINS are both

omplete.

Co ompleteness is more diÆ ult, due to set theoreti al issues, as dis ussed in Example 4.10. The result
below, whi h rst appeared in [Ros99℄ for the lassi ase of De nition 3.1, now follows similarly, and also
holds for all lose variants:

Theorem 4.9.

SINS and oSINS are both

o omplete.

For pra ti al appli ations, there is little or no reason to be interested in anything beyond nite limits and
olimits. Nevertheless, results about larger diagrams are of some theoreti al interest, and might have some
appli ations in the future.
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The following example11 shows that INS and oINS are not o omplete for the lassi institutions of
De nition 3.1, so that the above result is maximal for this ase; however, the example does not apply to the
variants that allow ategories for senten es, be ause lasses (i.e., \large" sets) are allowed here. The example
also fails if we require signatures to be small ategories.
Example 4.10. Let S be a ategory with only identity morphisms, whose obje ts form a proper lass, let
1 ; 2 : S  S ! S be the two proje tions, and onsider the following four institutions:
 I1 has S for signatures, with one senten e and no models for ea h signature;
 I2 has S for signatures, with two senten es and no models for ea h signature;
 I0 has S  S for signatures, with no senten es and no models;
 I1 has S  S for signatures, with one senten e and no models for ea h signature.
There are two institution morphisms from I
1 to I2 , one for ea h of 1 ; 2 , taking the two senten es of
i = i (h1 ; 2 i) to the unique senten e of h1 ; 2 i. These two morphisms annot have a oequalizer
be ause: (1) a oequalizer institution would have to have exa tly one obje t in its ategory of signatures;
and (2) the senten es for that unique signature would need to be in one-one orresponden e with the Sindexed produ t of all the ardinality two senten e sets of I2 , whi h is not a set.
Similarly, there are two omorphisms of institutions from I
0 to I1 asso iated to the two proje tions. These
two omorphisms annot have a oequalizer for similar reasons: (1) a oequalizer institution would have to
have exa tly one obje t in its ategory of signatures; and (2) the senten es of this signature would need to
be in one-one orresponden e to the disjoint sum of all the senten es of I1 , whi h is not a set.
The two assertions (1) above follow from Proposition E.7 of Appendix E, while the two assertions (2)
follow from Proposition E.8 there, with C the ategory of lasses. Note that the above onstru tions are not
a ounter example for notions of institution in the style of Appendix E, or that restri t their signatures to
small ategories. This example therefore highlights two seemingly inno ent assumptions built into the lassi
notion of institution, and bolsters our on den e in the alternative approa h of Appendix E. 
4.2. Adjointness and Institution Morphisms and Comorphisms

Arrais and Fiadeiro [AF96℄ noted that an adjun tion on signature ategories indu es a bije tion of the
morphisms and omorphisms between their institutions. This ni e result has a simple abstra t proof, using
the fa t that the fun tor Trel ontravariantly lifts adjoint pairs to fun tor ategories (Theorem 2.7), via
Corollary 2.8; details are in [Ros99℄ for the lassi ase of De nition 3.1, and of ourse it holds for all lose
variants.
Theorem 4.11. If  : Sign0 ! Sign0 has a left adjoint 0 : Sign0 ! Sign then for any institutions
I : Sign ! Trel and I0 : Sign ! Trel there is a bije tion between institution morphisms h; i : I ! I0 and
institution omorphisms h0 ; 0 i : I0 ! I. Moreover, this bije tion is natural in I and I0 .
We an des ribe this bije tion as follows: Corollary 2.8 takes a natural transformation  : ; I0 ) I to
( # 1I0 ); (10 # ), and it has an inverse that takes 0 : I0 ) 0 ; I to (1 # 0 ); ( # 1I), where  and  are the unit
and the ounit of the adjun tion, respe tively. If we translate this to institutions using the isomorphisms of
Theorem 4.6, we get exa tly the onstru tion of [AF96℄:
1. A morphism (; ; ) : I ) I0 yields a omorphism (0 ; 0 ; 0 ) : I0 ! I, where 0 0 = 0 (0 ) ; Mod0 (0 )
and 00 = Sen0 (0 ); 0 (0 ) for all 0 2 jSign0 j.
2. A omorphism (0 ; 0 ; 0 ) : I0 ) I yields a morphism (; ; ) : I ! I0 , where for all  2 jSignj,
0
0
 = Mod( ); () ,  = () ; Sen( ).

Example 4.12. The morphisms and omorphisms of Example 4.3 provide some good examples of the above
bije tion:
1. The fun tor 0 in item 5 of Example 4.3, from equational to rst order signatures, is left adjoint to the
11

In a personal ommuni ation from Andrzej Tarle ki, for whi h we are very grateful.
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fun tor  in item 1 of Example 4.3, and the morphism (item 1) and omorphism (item 5) between these
institutions orrespond exa tly as above.
2. The same holds for the morphism of item 3 of Example 4.3, from many sorted algebra to unsorted algebra,
and the orresponding modi ation of the omorphism of item 2 of Example 4.3, from unsorted algebra
to many sorted algebra.
3. The same also holds for the morphism and omorphism of item 4 of Example 4.3, between Horn lause
logi and rst order logi .
There are of ourse many other examples of a similar kind. On the other hand, the morphism and omorphism
of Example 4.5 do not orrespond in this way, despite the fa t that their fun tors  and 0 are adjoint. 
4.3. Kan Extensions of Institutions

Given a morphism from its signature ategory, an institution an be translated in two distin t anoni al
ways, given by the two Kan extensions asso iated to the signature ategory morphism. The result below
follows from Proposition 2.6, plus Proposition 2.12, that Trel is both omplete and o omplete; as usual,
everything in this subse tion holds for all lose variants.
Proposition 4.13. Given a small ategory Sign and a fun tor  : Sign ! Sign0 , any institution I : Sign !
Trel has both a right and a left Kan extension along , and the fun tor Trel has both a right and a left
adjoint.
The limitation to small ategories is insigni ant for pra ti al purposes, even though it is in onsistent with
the usual examples of signature ategories; for example, in forming the ategory of equational signatures,
we an restri t symbols to those that ould be expressed in as ii, or in an idealized LATEX, both of whi h
form ountable sets. In fa t, sin e the intuition for signatures is that they provide the atomi symbols for
senten es, it seems highly reasonable to assume that they are small ategories, and highly unreasonable to
assume that they are not.
5. Theoroidal Morphisms

This se tion generalizes to morphisms that map theories instead of just signatures. As mentioned before, the
\maps" of Meseguer [Mes89℄ are omorphisms generalized in this way, whi h we prefer to all \theoroidal."
In parti ular, we onsider ompleteness and o ompleteness of ategories with theoroidal morphisms and
omorphisms. We rst de ne the theoroidal institution of an institution, and then theoroidal morphisms and
theoroidal omorphisms. The next subse tion treats simple theoroidal morphisms and omorphisms using
the Kleisli omposition. Similar onstru tions appear in [Tar86 ℄ and [Mos96a℄ for omorphisms, but the
treatment of morphisms and the observation that everything generalizes to all lose variants seem to be new.
De nition 5.1. The theoroidal institution Ith of an institution I = (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=) is the institution (Th; Modth ; Senth ; j=th ), where Th is the ategory of theories of I, Modth is the extension of Mod to
theories, Senth is sign ; Sen, and j=th is jsign j; j=, where sign : Th ! Sign is the fun tor whi h forgets the
senten es of a theory and jsign j : jThj ! jSignj is its restri tion to obje ts. We may omit supers ripts th,
so that Ith appears as (Th; Mod; Sen; j=).
It follows that theories of Ith are pairs ((; F1 ); F2 ) where F1 ; F2 are sets of -senten es, and that the models
of ((; F1 ); F2 ) in Ith are (; (F1 [ F2 ))-models in I. The following natural notions are important for this
se tion:
De nition 5.2. Given institutions
I and I0 , a fun tor  : Th ! Th0 is signature preserving i there is
a fun tor  : Sign ! Sign0 su h that ; sign 0 = sign ;  .
The reader may he k that  is unique if it exists. Now we introdu e the main on epts:
De nition 5.3. A theoroidal morphism ( omorphism) from I to I0 is a morphism ( omorphism) (; ; )
from Ith to I0th su h that  is signature preserving. We let th INS and th o INS denote the ategories of
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institutions with theoroidal morphisms and omorphisms, respe tively, and we let th : th INS ! INS and
th : th o INS ! o INS denote the asso iated fun tors to INS and to o INS , respe tively.
To be expli it, the theoroidal morphism satisfa tion ondition says that for any I-theory (; F ), any model
m 2 Mod(; F ), and any formula f 0 2 Sen0 (0 ) where 0 =  (),
0 0
m j=  (f 0 ) i
(;F ) (m) j=0 f ;
while the theoroidal omorphism satisfa tion ondition states that for any I-theory (; F ), any model m0 2
Mod(0 ; F 0 ) and any formula f 2 Sen(), where 0 =  (),
0
m0 j=00  (f ):
(;F ) (m ) j= f i
It is immediate that institutions with theoroidal morphisms (or omorphisms) form a ategory. But despite
the simpli ity of De nition 5.3, it an be diÆ ult to he k the satisfa tion ondition dire tly; however, it
fortunately redu es to he king the ondition for just the empty theories, as shown in the next two results:
Proposition 5.4. Given institutions I = (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=) and I0 = (Sign0 ; Mod0 ; Sen0 ; j=0 ), a signature preserving fun tor  : Th ! Th0 , a natural transformation : Mod ) ; Mod0 and a natural
transformation : ; Sen0 ) Sen, then (; ; ) is a theoroidal morphism if and only if
0 0
m j=  (f 0 ) i
(;; ) (m) j=0 f ;
for any empty theory (; ; ) 2 Th, any model m 2 Mod(; ; ) and any formula f 0 2 Sen0 (0 ), where
0 =  ().
Proof. The \only if" part follows from the de nition of theoroidal morphism. Conversely, let (; F ) be any
theory in Th, let m 2 Mod(; F ) and let f 0 2 Sen0 (0 ). Then
0 0
m j=  (f 0 ) i
(by hypothesis)
(;; ) (m) j=0 f
0
i Mod (({))( (;F ) (m)) j=00 f 0
(by the naturality of )
0 0
i
(by the satisfa tion ondition in I0 )
(;F ) (m) j=0 f
where { is the theory in lusion (; ; ) ,! (; F ).
Proposition 5.5. Given institutions I = (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=) and I0 = (Sign0 ; Mod0 ; Sen0 ; j=0 ), a signature preserving fun tor  : Th ! Th0 , a natural transformation : ; Mod0 ) Mod and a natural
transformation : Sen ) ; Sen0 , then (; ; ) is a theoroidal omorphism if and only if
0
m0 j=0 0  (f );
(;; ) (m ) j= f i


for any empty theory (; ; ) 2 Th, any model m0 2 Mod((; ; )) and any formula f 2 Sen(), where
0 =  ().
Proof. The \only if" part follows from the de nition of theoroidal omorphism. Conversely, let (; F ) 2 Th,
let m0 2 Mod(0 ; F 0 ), and let f 2 Sen(), where (; F ) = (0 ; F 0 ). Then
0
0
(Sen({) is an identity)
(;F ) (m ) j= f i
(;F ) (m ) j= Sen({)(f )
i Mod({)( (;F ) (m0 )) j= f
(by the satisfa tion ondition in Ith )
0
0
i
(by the naturality of )
(;; ) (Mod (({))(m )) j= f
0
0
0
i Mod (({))(m ) j=0  (f )
(by hypothesis)
i m0 j=00 Sen0 (({))(  (f ))
(by the satisfa tion ondition in I0th )
i m0 j=00  (f )
(Sen(({)) is an identity)

where { is the theory in lusion (; ; ) ,! (; F ).
Meseguer [Mes89℄ de ned12 his maps as in Proposition 5.5, but with the additional requirement that 
be -sensible13 , whi h seems not only natural, but also te hni ally desirable for proving properties beyond
the above, as in the following:

12
13

However, Meseguer used presentations instead of theories.
This essentially means that  is ompletely determined by its restri tion to empty theories and .
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Conje ture 5.6. With appropriate restri tions on morphisms, su h as sensibility, th SINS and th o SINS
are omplete and o omplete.
5.1. Simple Theoroidal Morphisms

There is an important spe ial ase of theoroidal omorphism that often o urs in pra ti e, alled \simple"14
by Meseguer [Mes89℄, that maps signatures to theories instead of theories to theories:
De nition 5.7. A simple theoroidal morphism ( omorphism) from I to I0 is a morphism ( omorphism)
(; ; ) from I to I0th .
Noti e that simple theoroidal ( o)morphisms redu e to ordinary ( o)morphisms where signatures map to
theories with no axioms. Also noti e that the simple theoroidal morphism satisfa tion ondition says that
for any signature  2 Sign, any model m 2 Mod() and any formula f 0 2 Sen0 (0 ), where 0 =  (),
0 0
m j=  (f 0 ) i
 (m) j= 0 f ;


while the satisfa tion ondition for a simple theoroidal omorphism states that for any  2 Sign, any
m0 2 Mod(0 ) and any formula f 2 Sen(), where 0 =  (),
0
m0 j=00  (f ):
 (m ) j= f i
If (; ; ) : I ! I0 is a simple theoroidal morphism of institutions, then let (; ; )th be the theoroidal
morphism (th ; th ; th ) from I to I0 de ned as th (; F ) = (0 ; (  1 (F ) [ F; ) ) for ea h theory (; F ) 2
Th, where () = (0 ; F; ), i.e., F; is the set of I0 -senten es asso iated by  to the I-signature , and where
th (m) =  (m) for ea h (; F )-model m, and th is exa tly . We let the reader he k that indeed
also (
;F )
th
 is a signature preserving fun tor and that th and th are natural transformations. The satisfa tion
th  is exa tly  .
ondition follows by Proposition 5.4 using that (
;; )
The most natural way to ompose simple morphisms is as in Kleisli ategories, that is, to ompose the
rst simple theoroidal morphism with the extension of the se ond to a theoroidal morphism. More pre isely,
given two simple morphisms of institutions (1 ; 1 ; 1 ) from I1 to I2 and (2 ; 2 ; 2 ) from I2 to I3 , their
omposition (1 ; 1 ; 1 ); (2 ; 2 ; 2 ) is de ned as the institution morphism (1 ; 1 ; 1 ); (2 ; 2 ; 2 )th from
I1 to Ith
3 . Unfortunately, in order to prove the asso iativity of morphism omposition, one has to show
that ((1 ; 1 ; 1 ); (2 ; 2 ; 2 )th )th equals (1 ; 1 ; 1 )th ; (2 ; 2 ; 2 )th , whi h doesn't seem to follow without
further assumptions; at this time, we don't know what the weakest requirements should be.
The situation is better for simple theoroidal omorphisms, be ause here  and go in the same dire tion; indeed, simple theoroidal omorphisms form a ategory without any additional assumptions. If
(; ; ) : I ! I0 is a simple theoroidal omorphism of institutions, then let (; ; )th be the theoroidal omorphism (th ; th ; th ) from I to I0 de ned as th (; F ) = (0 ; (  (F ) [ F; ) ) for ea h theory (; F ) 2 Th,
th (m) =  (m) for ea h (; F )-model m, and th is exa tly . We let the reader
where () = (0 ; F; ), (
;F )
he k that indeed th is a signature preserving fun tor, that th is well de ned (the satisfa tion ondition
of (; ; ) is needed), is a natural transformation, and that and th is also a natural transformation. The
th  is exa tly  .
satisfa tion ondition follows by Proposition 5.5 using that (
;; )
Simple omorphisms an be omposed as expe ted from Kleisli, omposing the rst with the extension
of the se ond, i.e., given simple omorphisms (1 ; 1 ; 1 ) from I1 to I2 and (2 ; 2 ; 2 ) from I2 to I3 , their
omposition (1 ; 1 ; 1 ); (2 ; 2 ; 2 ) is de ned to be (1 ; 1 ; 1 ); (2 ; 2 ; 2 )th from I1 to Ith
3 . To show assoiativity, one must show that ((1 ; 1 ; 1 ); (2 ; 2 ; 2 )th )th equals (1 ; 1 ; 1 )th ; (2 ; 2 ; 2 )th , whi h after
some al ulation redu es to showing that
( 2;2 ( 1;1 (F1 )) [ ( 2;2 (F;1 ) [ F;2 ) ) = ( 2;2 (( 1;1 (F1 ) [ F;1 ) ) [ F;2 ) ;
where 1 (1 ) = (2 ; F;1 ) and 2 (2 ) = (3 ; F;2 ), and where the last assertion follows from 3. of Proposition 3.3 and the following:

14

We have not thought of a better name, but we do feel that one is needed, sin e simple morphisms are not very simple.
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Proposition 5.8. If (; ; ) is a omorphism (or a simple theoroidal omorphism or a theoroidal omorphism) of institutions from I to I0 and F is a set of -senten es of I, then  (F  )   (F ) and


 (F ) =  (F ) .
Proof. Let m0 j=0  (F ), where 0 = () in the ase of omorphisms and 0 =  () in the ase of
(simple) theoroidal omorphisms. Then m0 j=0  (F ) i (by the satisfa tion ondition)  (m0 ) j= F i


0

0
 (m ) j= F i (by the satisfa tion ondition) m j=0  (F ). Therefore  (F ) j=0  (F ), whi h
proves the in lusion. Then the equality is immediate.

Example 5.9. We onsider the relationship between FOLE and FOL, unsorted rst order algebra with and
without equality, respe tively. First observe that there is a very simple and natural morphism FOLE ! FOL,
where the fun tor  forms the disjoint union of an FOLE signature  with the symbol \="; for notational
onvenien e, we may denote this signature by = and we assume that \=" does not o ur in any FOLE
signature, but is reserved for equality in FOLE-senten es. Given an FOLE signature  and a FOLE -model
M , we de ne  (M ) to be the ()-model M = with the equality symbol interpreted as a tual identity in
M ; it is easy to see that is natural. Given any FOL = -senten e f 0 , let  (f 0 ) be just f 0 , but with \="
now viewed as the symbol used to form equational atoms. The satisfa tion ondition follows easily.
Although it is simple, this morphism fails to apture the familiar tri k of axiomatizing equality when
moving from FOLE to FOL, as is needed to borrow a rst order theorem prover for the translations of FOLE
senten es. But it is easy to extend it to a simple theoroidal morphism, the theories of whi h ontain axioms for
equality, su h as re exivity, symmetry, and ongruen e: let the signature map send  to () = ((); T ())
where  is as above and where T () is a ()-theory of equality. But there is something strange about this,
be ause the satisfa tion ondition holds no matter what axioms we give, in luding none at all | unless some
of them are wrong!
On the other hand, we an view this situation as a simple theoroidal omorphism FOLE ! FOL, with
equality axioms to ensure the satisfa tion ondition. Use as above for the signature to theory map, and
given a FOL ()-model M 0 , de ne  (M 0 ) to be the quotient of M 0 by the ongruen e generated by the
equality axioms; it is easy to see that is natural. Also, given an FOLE -senten e f , let  (f ) be f with \="
viewed as the new predi ate symbol in = . The axioms in T () must in lude all instan es of the ongruen e
axiom, but it is impossible to guarantee that \=" will be interpreted as identity15 .
We an get the same e e t as the above with a \forgetful" theoroidal morphism (; ; ) : FOL= ! FOLE,
where FOL= is FOL with signatures that all in lude the spe ial equality symbol =, where  forgets the spe ial
equality, where  adds all the ongruen e equations, and where  forgets the interpretation of the spe ial
equality. Theorem 4.4 now allows us to borrow a FOL theorem prover. 
This example seems to on rm our hypothesis that morphisms are often simpler and more natural than
omorphisms, but it also demonstrates that morphisms may not en apsulate all the information we need.
The rst theoroidal morphism is simple, and it an in lude all the information we want, but it is not possible
to make proper use of this information. The omorphism is more omplex be ause it needs equality axioms
and a quotienting operation; moreover, it annot for e the equality to be identity. The se ond theoroidal
morphism is very simple and it does what we want, by restri ting the lass of signatures to those where the
borrowing makes sense. One moral of this story is that we must be very areful in hoosing morphisms, and
of ourse also omorphisms. We should also re all that simple theoroidal morphisms are not so simple, and
perhaps are even problemati .
Theorem 4.11 gives a rather general orresponden e, so that under its hypotheses, every morphsism gives
rise to a omorphism, and vi e versa. Of ourse, one of the two might still be \aestheti ally" better in some
sense, but this ould be onsidered subje tive. An example of this might be the assertion that for borrowing,
it is ni e to have the signature and senten e translations go in the same dire tion. Also, in writing this
paper, we found that interesting further stru ture was sometimes revealed when trying to onstru t a good
morphism, as with the pointed sort sets of Example 4.3; this observation might be onsidered a kind of
eviden e for the priority of morphisms.
15

We thank Till Mossakowski for this last remark, for nding a bug in an earlier version, and for pointing out that this
omorphism also o urs in [Mos02℄.
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6. Forward and Ba kward Morphisms

For both institution morphisms and omorphisms, the synta ti and semanti omponents go in opposite
dire tions; but there are examples where it seems natural for these to go the same dire tion, and we will
speak of \forward morphisms" when both go in the forward dire tion. The following is the theoroidal version
of this on ept, though there is of ourse also a version at the ordinary level (as in [Tar96a, Tar00℄); as usual,
everything works for all lose variants, at both levels:
De nition 6.1. Given institutions I = (Sign; Mod; Sen; j=) and I0 = (Sign0 ; Mod0 ; Sen0 ; j=0 ), then a
theoroidal forward institution morphism, from I to I0 , onsists of
  : Sign ! Th(I0 ) is signature preserving,
 : Mod ) ; Mod0 is a natural transformation, and
 : Sen ) ; Sen0 is a natural transformation,
su h that for any signature  2 Sign, any senten e f 2 Sen() and any model m 2 Mod(), the satisfa tion ondition holds
0
m j= f i
 (m) j=()  (f ) :

Example 6.2. There is a ni e relation between the two institutions, HA1 and HA2 , for hidden algebra
des ribed in Appendix C:
 sin e ongruent operations are de lared as senten es, any signature in the rst institution translates to a
spe i ation in the se ond;
 any model A of (; ) in the rst institution gives a model of the se ond, namely (A;  );
 any (; )-senten e is a -senten e;
and we an see that for any (; )-senten e f and any hidden -algebra A, we get A j f i (A;  ) j= f .
All these say that there is an theoroidal forward morphism from HA1 to HA2 . 
Of ourse, we an also de ne forward theoroidal omorphisms in mu h the same way, as well as simple
theoroidal versions, and these will work for all lose variants. Moreover, we an \untwist" the de nitions and
results about twisted relations, institutions, morphisms and omorphisms to obtain forward versions of all
the main results, in luding ompleteness and o ompleteness of the ategories with institutions as obje ts,
and with morphisms or omorphisms.
It is easy to give orresponding de nitions for ba kward notions, but this is unne essary, be ause a
ba kward morphism is just a forward omorphism, and a ba kward omorphism is just a forward morphism; be ause of these relationships, the ba kward terminology is not ne essary, although we may use it if
onvenient.
7. Semi-Natural Institution Morphisms and Comorphisms

The following weakens omorphisms by eliminating one of the naturality onditions; as usual, everything in
this se tion holds for all lose variants.
De nition 7.1. Given institutions I = hSign; Sen; Mod; j=i and I0 = hSign0 ; Sen0 ; Mod0 ; j=0 i, a seminatural institution omorphism (; ; ) : I ! I0 onsists of
 a fun tor  : Sign ! Sign0 ,
 a family of fun tors = f  : Mod0 (()) ! Mod()g2jSignj , and
 a natural transformation : Sen ) ; Sen0 ,
su h that for every  2 jSignj, m0 2 Mod0 (()) and f 2 Sen(), the following ( o-)satisfa tion
ondition holds:
0
m0 j=0()  (f ) :
 (m ) j= f i
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The point to note here is that need not be natural; this ondition is not satis ed in some examples, and
is not needed to ensure some signi ant properties. The following shows that the free superextension of a
partial algebra to an order sorted algebra [Gog97℄ gives rise to a semi-natural institution omorphism.
Example 7.2. Another natural expansion of a partial algebra to a supersorted algebra is the free extension,
whi h freely adds supersorted terms for operations when they are unde ned. We formalize this onstru tion
in the following.
For any supersorted signature (S; ) and partial (S 0 ; 0 )-algebra A0 , let  (A0 ) be the smallest S -sorted
family su h that:
1. (  (A0 ))s0 = A0s0 for all s0 2 S 0 { let us all the elements of (  (A0 ))s0 the pure elements;
2.  (A0 )s0   (A0 )s whenever s0  s; and
3. (a1 ;:::;an ) is in  (A0 )s and is alled impure whenever any of a1 ; :::; an are impure or A0 (a1 ; :::; an )
is not de ned, where  : w ! s is an operation with jwj = n and where A0 is the partial map whi h
interprets  : w0 ! s0 in A0 .
Then  (A0 ) an be given an (S; )-algebra stru ture as follows:
1. (  (A0 )) (a1 ; :::; an ) = A0 (a1 ; :::; an ) if a1 ; :::; an are all pure and A0 (a1 ; :::; an ) is de ned, and
2. (  (A0 )) (a1 ; :::; an ) = (a1 ;:::;an ) if any of a1 ; :::; an are impure or if A0 (a1 ; :::; an ) is not de ned,
where  is as above. We all the (S; )-algebra  (A0 ) the free superextension of A0 . As shown in [Gog97℄,
[
 an be organized as a fun tor  : PAlg( ) ! OSAlg() whi h is left inverse left adjoint to U . When
the signature is lear from the ontext, we prefer to use the notation \ instead of  .
Although all these onstru tions are very natural, is still not a natural transformation. To see this, let
' = (f; g) : (S1 ; 1 ) ! (S2 ; 2 ) be a morphism of supersorted signatures, and let A0 be a partial 02 -algebra.
Then the free superextension of the '-redu t of A0 involves operation symbols in 1 but the '-redu t of the
free superextension of A0 involves operation symbols in 2 , so that these two 1 -algebras annot be equal.
Now the satisfa tion ondition for the semi-natural institution omorphism from OSA? to PA an be
formulated as follows: for every A0 2 PAlg([ ) and ( ; e) 2 Sen? (),
A0\ j= ( ; e) i A0 j=Æ [ ( ; e) :
This result is proved in [Gog97℄.
Although the relationship between institutions is not quite so neat for the free superextension onstru tion
as for the single error superextension of the previous subse tion, the former is more useful for many purposes,
be ause it preserves information about why fun tions are unde ned that is very useful for doing proofs, as
well as for other purposes. 
The notion that we all semi-naturality was introdu ed in the ontext of membership algebra by Meseguer
with his \general maps of institutions" [Mes98℄, where is not required to be natural, but only a signatureindexed family of fun tions, just as with in our De nition 7.1. At present, it is un lear how important
semi-natural morphisms or omorphisms may be, or what are the general properties of their institutions.
This, plus the fa t that we do not know any good examples of semi-natural morphisms, seem to be further
points in favor of the morphism on ept.
8. Summary and Further Resear h

Mathemati ians, and even logi ians, have not shown mu h interest in the theory of institutions, perhaps
be ause their tenden y towards Platonism in lines them to believe that there is just one true logi and
model theory; it also doesn't mu h help that institutions use ategory theory extensively.
On the other hand, omputer s ientists, having been for ibly impressed with the need to work with a
number of di erent logi s, often for very pra ti al reasons, have written hundreds of papers that apply or
further develop the theory of institutions. Institution morphisms be ome espe ially relevant when multiple
logi al systems need to be used for the same appli ation and somehow oordinated, as often o urs in omplex
systems, where di erent logi s are used for di erent aspe ts, in luding fun tional requirements, safety and
liveness properties, on urren y ontrol, real time response, data type design, and ar hite tural stru ture.
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We wish to emphasize ertain points made in this paper whi h, though not really new, do not seem to
have been suÆ iently appre iated in the urrent literature:
1. The notion of institution easily a ommodates inferen e for logi al systems; this was already noted in the
basi early paper on institutions [GB92℄, and it is further emphasized here through our notion of lose
variant. This fa t makes it unne essary to ombine institutions with other more traditional ma hinery
for inferen e.
2. It is easy to add a notion of in lusion to a ategory, and hen e to an institution, and this an greatly
simplify many typi al appli ations of institutions, su h as giving semanti s to a spe i ation language.
In every single pra ti al example we know, the ategory of signatures has a natural and obvious notion
of in lusion, so it is quite harmless to assume an in lusive institution when doing spe i ation semanti s
over an arbitrary institution.
3. In many ases, institution morphisms in the original sense [GB92℄ provide more natural formulations of
important relationships between institutions than other more re ent notions; this appears to be espe ially
true when the institution morphism is forgetful.
4. Results about institutions an often be pulled out of a general ategori al hat, after a little translation,
generalization and/or massaging. Indeed, we now feel unsatis ed unless we have managed to do this
for the major results. The use of indexed ategories in Se tion 2.1 is one good example, the duality
of morphisms and omorphisms is another, the onstru tion of theoroidal morphisms and omorphisms
using the theoroidal institution is a third, and the general results about lose variants in Appendix E are
a fourth.
5. Small ategories of signatures are mu h more reasonable than large ones, at least for any remotely
traditional appli ations to logi and omputer s ien e.
6. Finite limits and olimits of institutions are of more interest for pra ti al appli ations than those of larger
diagrams.
In this paper we have tried to bring some additional order to the menagerie of morphisms between
institutions, starting with but not limited to, an improved taxonomy for the various genres and spe ies,
bringing out some unexpe ted relationships, and some new properties. Our new nomen lature in ludes the
forms o-, semi-, theoroidal, and forward, among whi h all ombinations are meaningful, and some spe ial
ases, su h as simple. All of these ould be adapted to various institution-like formalisms, but we argue that
there is no good reason to do so.
As is often the ase, it seems that our resear h has opened far more questions than it has losed, in luding
the following:










One broad lass of questions on erns properties of the various ategories of institutions, the most immediate of whi h is how omplete and o omplete they are. Another su h question is, whi h ones an
be seen as attened indexed ategories? It is also of interest to determine their monos and epis, and to
investigate their fa torization systems.
One an ask for ea h ategory of institutions, whi h of its morphisms admit Kan extensions. However,
one should also seek signi ant appli ations of translating a whole logi al system along a mapping of its
syntax in this way.
To what extent do the various morphisms support the borrowing of logi s and theorem provers in the
style suggested in [GB92℄ and later in [CM97℄?
Can Theorem 4.11 be further generalized, for example, to theoroidal morphisms?
To what extent do the various morphisms support the \extra theory morphisms" and \Grothendie k
onstru tion" in [Dia98℄ and [Dia00℄, respe tively?
Is there any value to oinstitutions, e.g., by dualizing the material in Appendix D?
Could the ma hinery of this paper be applied to the rapidly evolving eld of oalgebra?
Finally, it would be interesting to apply the theory of this paper to ombining modules from di erent
spe i ation and programming languages.
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A. Partial Algebra

This appendix presents partial algebra, while Appendix B presents a variant of order sorted algebra; in ea h
ase, we give the orresponding institution, following [Gog97℄. Se tion B.4 des ribes the elements of a ni e
institution omorphism from the rst to the se ond. This material is used in Example 4.5.
A.1. Partial Algebra

Given a many sorted signature16 , a partial -algebra A is just the same as an ordinary -algebra, ex ept
that the interpretations of the symbols from  in A may be partial fun tions instead of total fun tions; note
that even onstants an be partial | whi h just means they are unde ned. Given a many sorted signature
, let PAlg denote the ategory of all partial -algebras with total -homomorphisms. Unfortunately,
there are other hoi es for homomorphisms, with no lear way to de ide among them; for example, they
might be indexed sets of partial fun tions. However, we hoose to require that they are total and that they
both re e t and preserve de nedness.
Two lassi referen es on partial algebra, by Horst Rei hel [Rei84℄ and by Peter Burmeister [Bur86℄, are
ex ellent sour es. More re ently, Cerioli, Mossakowski and Rei hel have written a useful survey [CMR99℄, in
whi h they argue for partial satisfa tion and against order sorted algebra, and in parti ular, against the use
of retra ts; we of ourse disagree with their view.
A.2. Partial Satisfa tion

One of the frustrations of partial algebra is the onfusing plethora of de nitions of satisfa tion. We onsider
only satisfa tion of un onditional equations by partial algebras, over a many sorted signature . We next
remind the reader some of the well known notions of satisfa tion for partial algebras, mostly with the purpose
to ease the read of the next appendix. Perhaps the most ommon notion, alled existential satisfa tion17 ,
says that a partial -algebra A satis es a -equation (8X ) t = t0 i for every assignment a : X ! A, both
a(t) and a(t0 ) are de ned, and they are equal. This notion has the disadvantage that equations like this
inverse law
(8 N : Nat) N  (1=N ) = 1
are not satis ed by the rational numbers, be ause the left side is unde ned for some values where the right
side is not (namely N = 0). Existentially satis ed equations a t as if they were totally satis ed, sin e they
require everything that they talk about to be de ned. Therefore existential satisfa tion is not in general
re exive. These onsiderations suggest that existential satisfa tion is too strong.
Another notion, alled strong satisfa tion, says that A satis es (8X ) t = t0 i for every assignment
a : X ! A, if either a(t) or a(t0 ) is de ned, then so is the other, and they are equal. For example, the
equation
(8 N; M : Nat) 1=(N  M ) = (1=N )  (1=M )
is not existentially satis ed by the rationals, but it is strongly satis ed, be ause the two sides are de ned for
exa tly the same assignments (namely when N 6= 0 and M 6= 0) and they are equal for all these assignments.
However, the inverse law above fails to be strongly satis ed by the rationals, be ause the two sides are de ned
for di erent values. Similarly, the equation
(8 N; M : Nat) N  M = 1=((1=N )  (1=M ))
is neither strongly nor existentially satis ed by the rationals, be ause the left side is de ned for some
assignments where the right is not (namely whenever N = 0 or M = 0). These examples suggest that strong
satisfa tion is also too strong.
A third notion alled weak satisfa tion, is that A satis es (8X ) t = t0 i for every assignment a : X !
A, if both a(t) and a(t0 ) are de ned, then they are equal. The di eren e between weak and strong satisfa tion
is illustrated by the equation
(8M; N : Nat) M N = N M ,
16
17

In this se tion, we use  instead of the more usual  to avoid on i t with notation in Examples 4.5 and 7.2.
This name is a bit ironi , be ause many existentialist philosophers had serious doubts about even the possibility of genuine
satisfa tion.
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whi h is weakly satis ed on the natural numbers, be ause both sides are de ned i N = M ; however, it
is neither strongly nor existentially satis ed by the naturals. Our intuition is that equations like the above
should not be true, whi h implies that weak satisfa tion is too weak. It is well known and easy to he k that
given a partial -algebra A and a -equation e, if A existentially satis es e then A strongly satis es e, and
if A strongly satis es e then A weakly satis es e.
A.3. A Partial Algebra Institution

Let Sign be the ategory of many sorted signatures, and let Sen : Sign ! Set be the fun tor that gives
for ea h signature  the set of all pairs ( ; e) where is a type of satisfa tion, i.e., an element in the set
fweak, strong, existenatialg), and e is a -equation. Let PAlg : Sign ! Catop be the fun tor that gives
for any signature  the ategory of partial -algebras. If A is a partial -algebra and e is a -equation, let
us write A j=Æ ( ; e) whenever A partially -satis es e. Then

Proposition A.1. PA = hSign; Sen; PAlg; fj=Æ g2jSignj i is an institution.

B. Supersorted Order Sorted Algebra

Goguen [Gog97℄ showed that order sorted algebra with retra ts an e e tively handle both al ulations
and proofs for partial fun tions. There are two order sorted approa hes to partiality, one using subsorts of
de nition and the other using error supersorts [Gog97℄. Here we on entrate on the se ond, and show that
partial algebra on epts t very naturally into (total) order sorted algebra. This gives rise to an institution
alled supersorted order sorted algebra and denoted OSA? (see [Gog97℄).
B.1. Supersorted Signatures

Given an order sorted signature , let OAlg denote the ategory of all -algebras with -homomorphisms.
Call an order sorted signature  with sort set S supersorted i S is the disjoint union of subsets S 0 and
S ? su h that S 0 and S ? are isomorphi (as ordered sets), with < the least ordering on S in luding S 0 and S ?
(as ordered sets) su h that s0 < s? whenever s0 2 S 0 and s? 2 S ? are orresponding sort symbols. Call the
sorts in S 0 pure. By abuse of notation, if s is any sort in S then let s0 be its pure orrespondent, that is,
s0 is exa tly s when s is pure and s0 is s00 if s = s?0 ; also, if w = s1 s2 :::sn then let w0 = s01 s02 :::s0n . Similarly,
any supersorted signature  an be \puri ed" to an S 0 -signature whi h we denote 0 . Given a -algebra A,
all its elements having sorts in S 0 its pure elements. Also, let us all a -algebra A stri t i ea h of its
operations returns an impure value whenever (one or more) of its arguments is impure.
Let a morphism of supersorted signatures, from (S1 ; 1 ) to (S2 ; 2 ), be a pair (f; g) where f : S1 !
S2 is su h that f (s1 ) 2 S20 and f (s?1 ) = (f (s1 ))? for ea h s1 2 S10 , and where g = fgw;s : (1 )w;s !
(2 )f (w);f (s) g is su h that gw;s () = gu;t () whenever w0 = u0 , s0 = t0 and  2 (1 )w;s \ (1 )u;t . Noti e that
f an be restri ted to sour e S10 and target S20 , and let f 0 : S10 ! S20 denote su h a restri tion of f ; note that
f (w)0 = f 0 (w0 ) for every w 2 S1 . If Sign? denotes the supersorted signatures and their morphisms, then

Fa t B.1. Sign? is a ategory.
B.2. Supersatisfa tion

We present order sorted versions for the various kinds of partial satisfa tion presented in Se tion A.1. Given
a -equation e = (8X ) t = t0 , we an make the following de nitions: A existentially supersatis es e i
for every pure assignment a : X ! A, both a(t) and a(t0 ) are pure and they are equal. Similarly, A strongly
supersatis es e i for every pure assignment a : X ! A, if either a(t) or a(t0 ) are pure, then both are pure
and they are equal. And nally, A weakly supersatis es e i for every pure assignment a : X ! A, if a(t)
and a(t0 ) are both pure, then they are equal.
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B.3. The Supersorted Order Sorted Algebra Institution

Let Sen? : Sign? ! Set denote the fun tor that maps a supersorted signature to the set of all pairs ( ; e)
where is a type of supersatisfa tion (i.e., an element in the set fweak, strong, existenatialg) and e is a
standard equation over that signature quanti ed with variables of non-error sorts18. Let OSAlg : Sign? !
Catop be the usual fun tor that gives for any supersorted signature  the ategory of order sorted -algebras.
If A is an order sorted -algebra and e is a -equation, let us write A j= ( ; e) when A -satis es e. Then
we have
Fa t B.2. OSA? = hSign? ; Sen? ; OSAlg; fj= g2jSign?j i is an institution.
B.4. Forgetting the Errors

Given supersorted signature (S; ), let (S; )[ = (S 0 ; 0 ) and note that (S; )[ is a signature whenever
(S; ) is a supersorted signature, be ause the operations in 0 only involve sorts in S 0 . If (f; g) : (S1 ; 1 ) !
(S2 ; 2 ) is a morphism of supersorted signatures, de ne (f; g)[ to be the pair (f 0 ; g0) where g0 is the family
fgw0 0;s0 : (01 )w0 ;s0 ! (02 )f (w0 );f (s0 ) g with gw0 0;s0 () = gw;s(). Then

Fa t B.3. [ : Sign? ! Sign is a fun tor.
We now de ne a natural transformation : Sen? ) [ ; Sen as follows: for any supersorted signature
(S; ) and any (S; )-equation ( ; e), let  ( ; e) be the (S 0 ; 0 )-equation obtained from ( ; e) by repla ing
ea h operation  : w ! s by  : w0 ! s0 . Then
Fa t B.4. : Sen? ) [ ; Sen is a natural transformation.
There is a natural a map U : OSAlg() ! PAlg([ ) that forgets the impure elements of order sorted
algebras, letting operations be unde ned on some elements. Then [Gog97℄ shows:
Fa t B.5. Given a supersorted signature (S; ), then U : OSAlg() ! PAlg([ ) is a fun tor, and morover, U : OSAlg ) [ ; PAlg is a natural transformation.
Example 4.5 shows how to put these elements together to form a ni e institution omorphism from OSA? to
PA.
C. Two Hidden Algebra Institutions

A thorough exposition of hidden algebra may be found [Ros00℄. Here we give only a few notions needed to
present the two institutions. Intuitively, a hidden algebra is a \bla kbox" that an only be observed through
experiments.
De nition C.1. Given disjoint sets V; H alled visible and hidden sorts, a loose data hidden (V; H )signature is a many sorted (V [ H )-signature. A xed data hidden (V; H )-signature is a pair (; D)
where  is a loose data hidden (V; H )-signature and D, alled the data algebra, is a many sorted  V algebra. A loose data hidden subsignature of  is a loose data hidden (V; H )-signature with  
and V =  V . A xed data hidden subsignature of (; D) is a xed data hidden (V; H )-signature
( ; D) over the same data with   and V = V .
Hereafter we may write \hidden signature" instead of \loose data hidden (V; H )-signature" or \ xed data
hidden (V; H )-signature," sin e we don't need to distinguish19 them, and we may write  for (; D).

For Sen? to be a fun tor, we need the rather te hni al fa t that the equations quanti ed by non-error variables are mapped to
equations quanti ed by non-error sorts. However, this is a onsequen e of the fa t that non-error sorts are mapped to non-error
sorts.
19 A tually, there are appli ations where we want some data sorts xed and others loose, so that a more general notion that
in ludes both ases is needed; it is lear how to do this by ombining the two ases in one de nition.
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De nition C.2. A loose data hidden -algebra A is a -algebra, and a xed data hidden (; D)algebra A is a -algebra A su h that AV = D.
Again we may say just \hidden algebra." We next use the mathemati al on ept of ontext to formalize
the notion of \experiment," whi h informally is an observation of an attribute of a system after it has been
perturbed by ertain methods; here the symbol  is a pla eholder for the state being experimented upon.
De nition C.3. Given a hidden subsignature of , an (appropriate) - ontext for sort s is a term
in T (f : sg [ Z ) having exa tly one o urren e of a spe ial variable20  of sort s, where Z is an in nite
set of spe ial variables. Let C [ : s℄ denote the set of all - ontexts for sort s, and var( ) the nite set
of variables in a ontext ex ept . A - ontext with visible result sort is alled a -experiment; let
E [ : s℄ denote the set of all -experiments for sort s, let C ;s0 [ : s℄ denote the - ontexts of sort s0
for sort s, and let E ;v [ : s℄ denote all the -experiments of sort v for sort s. If 2 C ;s0 [ : s℄ and
t 2 T;s (X ), then [t℄ denotes the term in T;s0 (var( ) [ X ) obtained from by substituting t for ; formally,
[t℄ = ( ! t) ( ), where ( ! t) : T (var( ) [ f : sg) ! T (var( ) [ X ) is the unique extension of the
map ( ! t) : var( ) [ f : sg ! T (var( ) [ X ) whi h is identity on var( ) and takes  : s to t. Further,
generates a map A : As ! [Avar( ) ! As0 ℄ on ea h -algebra A, de ned by A (a)() = a ( ), where a is
the unique extension of the map (denoted a ) that takes  to a and ea h z 2 var( ) to (z ).
The interesting experiments are those of hidden sort, i.e., with s 2 H ; experiments of visible sort are allowed
just to smooth the presentation. We now de ne a distin tive feature of hidden logi , behavioral equivalen e.
Intuitively, two states are behaviorally equivalent i they annot be distinguished by any experiment.
De nition C.4. Given a hidden -algebra A and a hidden subsignature of , the equivalen e given by
a  a0 i A (a)() = A (a0 )() for all -experiments and all maps  : var( ) ! A is alled -behavioral
equivalen e on A. We may write  instead of  when  and an be inferred from ontext, and we
write  when  = . Given any equivalen e  on A, an operation  in s1 :::sn;s is ongruent for  i
A (a1 ; :::; an )  A (a01 ; :::; a0n ) whenever ai  a0i for i = 1:::n. An operation  is -behaviorally ongruent
for A i it is ongruent for  . We often write just \ ongruent" instead of \behaviorally ongruent". A
hidden - ongruen e on A is an equivalen e on A whi h is the identity on visible sorts and for whi h
ea h operation in is ongruent.
The following supports several results below and works also for operations with more than one hidden
argument or that are not behavioral; see [Ros00℄ for a proof. Sin e nal algebras need not exist in this setting,
existen e of a largest hidden - ongruen e does not depend on them, as it does in oalgebra.
Theorem C.5. Given a hidden subsignature of  and a hidden -algebra A, then -behavioral equivalen e
is the largest hidden - ongruen e on A.
De nition C.6. Given a hidden -algebra A and a -equation (8X ) t = t0 , say e, then A -behaviorally
satis es e i (t)  (t0 ) for ea h  : X ! A; in this ase we write A j e. If E is a set of -equations,
we write A j E if A -behaviorally satis es ea h -equation in E .

When  and are lear, we may write  and j instead of  and j , respe tively. We only onsider
un onditional equations here, but the theory also allows onditional equations [Ros00℄.
De nition C.7. A behavioral (or hidden) -spe i ation (or -theory) is a triple (; ; E ) where  is
a hidden signature, is a hidden subsignature of , and E is a set of -equations. The operations in
V
are alled behavioral. We usually let B, B0, B1 , et ., denote behavioral spe i ations. A hidden -algebra
A behaviorally satis es (or is a model of) a behavioral spe i ation B = (; ; E ) i A j E , and in
this ase we write A j B; we write B j e if A j B implies A j e. An operation  2  is behaviorally
ongruent for B i  is behaviorally ongruent for every A j B.
The following gives the existen e of many ongruent operations:
Proposition C.8. If B = (; ; E ) is a behavioral spe i ation, then all operations in , and all hidden
onstants, are behaviorally ongruent for B.

20

These are assumed di erent from any other variables in a given situation.
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Of ourse, depending on E , other operations may also be ongruent; in fa t, our experien e is that all
operations are ongruent in many pra ti al situations.
There are two rather di erent ways to present hidden algebra as an institution in two interesting ways,
depending on whether the de laration of an operation to be behavioral is onsidered part of the signature,
or as a separate senten e; we rst approa hed this issue in [GR99℄.
The rst institution, denoted HA1 , follows the institution of hidden algebra initially presented in [Gog91℄,
the institution of observational logi in [HB99℄, and the oherent hidden algebra approa h in [DF98, DF00℄,
while the se ond, whi h we simply all HA2 , seems more promising for future resear h. Our approa h also
avoids the in nitary logi used in observational logi . Only the xed-data ase is investigated here, but we
hope to extend it to the loose-data ase soon (see [Ros00℄ for more on the terminology of hidden algebra).
We x a data -algebra D.
C.1. The First Institution

The institution HA1 is built as follows:
Signatures: The ategory Sign has hidden signatures over a xed data algebra D as obje ts. A morphism
of hidden signatures  : ( 1 ; 1 ) ! ( 2 ; 2 ) is the identity on the visible signature , takes hidden sorts
to hidden sorts, and if a behavioral operation Æ2 in 2 has an argument sort in (H1 ) then there is some
behavioral operation Æ1 in 1 su h that Æ2 = (Æ1 ). Sign is in fa t a ategory, and the omposition of two
hidden signature morphisms is another. Indeed, let : ( 2 ; 2 ) ! ( 3 ; 3 ) and let Æ3 be an operation in 3
having an argument sort in (; )(H1 ). Then Æ3 has an argument sort in (H2 ), so there is an operation Æ2
in 2 with Æ3 = (Æ2 ). Also Æ2 has an argument sort in (H1 ), so there is some Æ1 in 1 with Æ2 = (Æ1 ).
Therefore Æ3 = (; )(Æ1 ), i.e., ; is also a morphism of hidden signatures.
Senten es: Given a hidden signature ( ; ), let Sen( ; ) be the set of all -equations. If  : ( 1 ; 1 ) !
( 2 ; 2 ) is a hidden signature morphism, then Sen() is the fun tion taking a 1 -equation e = (8X ) t =
t0 if t1 = t01 ; :::; tn = t0n to the 2 -equation
(e) = (8X 0) (t) = (t0 ) if (t1 ) = (t01 ); :::; (tn ) = (t0n ),
where X 0 is fx : (s) j x : s 2 X g. Then Sen : Sign ! Set is indeed a fun tor.
Models: Given a hidden signature ( ; ), let Mod( ; ) be the ategory of hidden -algebras and their
morphisms. If  : ( 1 ; 1 ) ! ( 2 ; 2 ) is a hidden signature morphism, then Mod() is the usual redu t
fun tor,  . Unlike [BBR98, HB99℄, et ., this allows models where not all operations are ongruent.
Satisfa tion Relation: behavioral satisfa tion, i.e., j=( ;) = j .

Theorem C.9. Satisfa tion Condition: Given  : ( 1 ; 1 ) ! ( 2 ; 2 ) a hidden signature morphism,
d = (8X ) t = t0 if t1 = t01 ; :::; tn = t0n a 1 -equation, and A a hidden 2 -algebra, then A j22 (e) i
A j11 e.
Proof. See [GR99, Ros00℄.
C.2. The Se ond Institution

Our se ond institution views the de laration of a behavioral operation as a new kind of senten e, rather than
part of a hidden signature. The notion of model also hanges, adding an equivalen e relation as in [BBK92℄.
This is natural for modern software engineering, sin e languages like Java provide lasses with an operation
denoted equals whi h serves this purpose. Senten es in [BBK92℄ are pairs he; i, where  is a set of terms
(pretty mu h like a obasis over the derived signature), whi h are satis ed by (A; ) i (A; ) satis es e as
in our ase below (a tually e is a rst-order formula in their framework) and . Fix a data algebra D,
and pro eed as follows:
Signatures: The ategory Sign has hidden signatures over D as obje ts, with its morphisms  : 1 ! 2
the identity on the visible signature , and taking hidden sorts to hidden sorts.
Senten es: Given a hidden signature , let Sen() be the set of all -equations unioned with . If  : 1 !
2 is a hidden signature morphism, then Sen() is the fun tion taking a 1 -equation e = (8X ) t =
t0 if t1 = t01 ; :::; tn = t0n to the 2 -equation (e) = (8X 0) (t) = (t0 ) if (t1 ) = (t01 ); :::; (tn ) = (t0n ),
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where X 0 is the set fx : (s) j x : s 2 X g, and taking  : s1 ::: sn ! s to () : (s1 ) ::: (sn ) ! (s). Then
Sen : Sign ! Set is indeed a fun tor.
Models: Given a hidden signature , let Mod() be the ategory of pairs (A; ) where A is a hidden
-algebra and  is an equivalen e relation on A whi h is identity on visible sorts, with morphisms f : (A; 
) ! (A0 ; 0 ) with f : A ! A0 a -homomorphism su h that f ()  0. If  : 1 ! 2 is a hidden
signature morphism, then Mod(), often denoted j , is de ned as (A; )  = (A  ;  ) on obje ts,
where A  is the ordinary many sorted algebra redu t and ()s =(s) for all sorts s of 1 , and as
f  : (A; ) ! (A0 ; 0) on morphisms. Noti e that f  ( )  0 , so that Mod is well de ned.
Satisfa tion Relation: A -model (A; ) satis es a onditional -equation (8X ) t = t0 if t1 = t01 ; :::; tn =
t0n i for ea h  : X ! A, if (t1 )  (t01 ), ..., (tn )  (t0n ) then (t)  (t0 ). Also (A; ) satis es a
-senten e 2  i is ongruent for .
Theorem C.10. Satisfa tion Condition: Let  : 1 ! 2 be a morphism of hidden signatures, let e be
a 1 -senten e and let (A; ) be a model of 2 . Then (A; ) j=2 (e) i (A; ) j=1 e.
Proof. See [GR99, Ros00℄.
This institution justi es our belief that asserting an operation behavioral is a kind of senten e, not a
kind of synta ti de laration as in the \extended hidden signatures" of [DF00℄21 . Coindu tion now appears
in the following elegant guise:
Proposition C.11. Given a hidden subsignature of , a set of -equations E and a hidden -algebra A,
then
 (A; ) j= E; implies (A;  ) j= E; .
 (A;  ) j= .
 A j E i (A;  ) j= E i (A;  ) j= E; .
D. A More Categori al Universal Algebra Institution

This se tion develops universal algebra more abstra tly than usual, using a ategori al approa h that interprets satisfa tion as inje tivity. We show that this gives an institution in whi h the satisfa tion ondition
is \almost equivalent" to the notion of adjoint fun tor, thus strengthening our belief in the naturality of
institutions [GB92℄. We assume familiarity with the basi s of fa torization systems [HS73, Nem82℄.
De nition D.1. If A is a ategory and C is a lass of morphisms in A, then an obje t D is C -inje tive i
for any morphism : A ! B in C and any morphism f : A ! D there is some morphism g : B ! D su h
that f = ; g.
De nition D.2. If hEA ; MA i and hEB ; MB i are fa torization systems for respe tive ategories A and B,
then a fun tor F : A ! B is alled E -preserving i F (EA )  EB .
We rst note that satisfa tion of equations in universal algebra is equivalent to inje tivity. Let A be
the ategory of universal (many sorted) -algebras over a (many sorted) signature . Then ea h equation
(8X ) t = t0 generates a ongruen e relation on T (X ) (the term algebra over variables in X ), whi h gives
rise to a surje tive morphism e : T (X ) ! . It an be seen that an algebra D satis es (8X ) t = t0 i it is
feg-inje tive. Conversely, ea h surje tive morphism e with a free algebra sour e generates an in nite set E
of equations over variables in that free algebra, namely all pairs in its kernel. It follows that an algebra is
feg-inje tive i it satis es all equations in E . Therefore, satisfa tion of equations and C -inje tivity, where C
ontains only surje tive morphisms with free sour es, are equivalent on epts.
It an be shown [Ros97b℄ that, given a set of surje tive morphisms with not ne essarily free sour es,
C -inje tivity is equivalent to the satisfa tion of onditional equations, where the onditions are given by the
pairs in the kernel of the o-unit morphisms with target in C . The institution given below de nes satisfa tion
as inje tivity and therefore overs onditional equations.
21

However, the most re ent version of [DFar℄ treats oheren e assertions as senten es.
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Signatures: Sign has small ategories with fa torization systems as obje ts, and E -preserving left adjoint
fun tors as its morphisms.
Senten es: Sen : Sign ! Set is de ned by Sen(A) = EA . The reader may he k that Sen is well de ned.
Models: De ne Mod : Sign ! Catop by Mod(A) = A and Mod(F ) is a right adjoint of F , where the
right adjoints are hosen so that Mod is fun torial.
Satisfa tion: Given A 2 jSignj, then de ne j=A  jA  EA by A j=A e i A is feg-inje tive.
Theorem D.3. Satisfa tion Condition: Given an E -preserving fun tor F : B ! A whi h is left adjoint
to U : A ! B, an obje t A 2 jAj and a morphism e 2 EB , then A j=A F (e) i U (A) j=B e.
Proof. The proof follows from properties of adjoint fun tors, and we leave it as an exer ise. The following
diagrams may help:
X CC

e

CC
CC
f CC!

F (X )C

}

/Y

U (A)

F (e)

CC
CC
C
f ℄ CCC!

g[

A

}

/

F (Y )
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E. A More Categori al Institution Formulation

The major purpose of this appendix is to make the notion of lose variant institution pre ise, in su h a way
that results about su h institutions an be proved in a uniform, abstra t manner. The exposition mainly
follows ideas from [GB92℄, and is divided into three subse tions, whi h dis uss relations, omma ategories,
and lose variant institutions, respe tively.
E.1. Relations and Multi-relations

Sin e the main feature of an institution is its satisfa tion relation, our more ategori al formulation of
institutions will need a ategori al notion of relation. A ommon way to do this, is to de ne the ategory
of relations in an arbitrary ategory C having pullba ks, denoted Rel(C), as follows: its obje ts are those
of C; its morphisms from A to B are pairs hp1 : R ! A; p2 : R ! B i of morphisms of C having a ommon
sour e, whi h is alled the apex; its identities have both p1 and p2 identity morphisms; and its omposition
is obtained by pullba k, as indi ated in the diagram below. (Stri tly speaking, we need to identify relations
that have isomorphi apexes, or else asso iativity will only hold up to isomorphism; however, we tend to
ignore this point.)
R;S

R
A




R B

R S



R C

Proposition E.1. If C has pullba ks, then Rel(C) is a ategory.
Although most of the literature (e.g., [Bor94℄) alls these morphisms \relations," when one spe ializes to the
usual ase C = Set, one a tually gets \multi-relations," for whi h a given pair of items may be related in an
arbitrary set of ways. Given hp1 : R ! A; p2 : R ! B i, then fr 2 R j p1 (r) = a; p2 (r) = bg is the set of all
the ways that a; b are related by R (of ourse, it may be empty). The situation is the same when C = SET,
ex ept that there may be a proper lass of ways of relating two elements.
Although multi-relations are not quite the same as the relations used in De nition 3.1 for satisfa tion,
and at this time we don't know any appli ations for the additional stru ture that multi-relations provide, we
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do not view this as a problem, be ause ordinary \singulary" relations are a spe ial ase of multi-relations22 ,
and moreover, there is a ni e fun tor that \ attens" multi-relations to singulary relations, as we now show.
We use the following notation for the ase C = Set: R is the ategory of ordinary relations, M is the
ategory Rel(Set), and F : M ! R is the attening fun tor, de ned on obje ts as the identity, and on
morphisms by F (hp1 ; p2 i) = fha; bi j (9r 2 R) p1 (r) = a; p2 (r) = bg (the reader may he k that this
really is a fun tor). Although there aren't any ni e fun tors R ! M [BG01℄, if we restri t the sizes of the
sets involved, we an onstru t one. Let be an in nite ardinal, let Z be a set of ardinality , let Set
be the full sub ategory of Set whose obje ts have ardinality less than or equal to , let R denote the
full sub ategory of R with obje ts in Set , and let M denote Rel(Set ). Then F restri ts to a fun tor
F : M ! R , and we de ne a fun tor G : R ! M as follows:`it is the identity on obje ts; and
it maps a relation R : A ! B to the multi-relation with apex M = ha; bi2R Za;b , with p1 (z ) = a i
z 2 Za;b and p2 (z ) = b i z 2 Za;b . It is easy to see that G is fun torial, that F (G (R)) = R, and
that G (F (M ))  M . In fa t, these fun tors are adjoint in a ertain 2- ategori al sense made expli it in
Appendix B of [Gog99℄.
Noti e that Rel(C) is self-dual, i.e., there is an equivalen e (a tually an isomorphism) between Rel(C)
and its dual. It follows that limits and olimits are the same in this ategory. When C = Set, the produ t
(and oprodu t) of sets A; B is A  B + A + B , where  and + denote the usual produ t and oprodu t
for sets. The same holds for C = SET. However, the following shows that Rel(Set) and Rel(SET) do not
have ( o)equalizers, and hen e are not ( o) omplete:

Example E.2. Let A = fa1 ; a2 ; a3 g and B = fb1 ; b2g be two sets, and de ne relations from A to B by
R1 = f(a1 ; b1 ); (a2 ; b2 ); (a3 ; b1 ); (a3 ; b2 )g and R2 = f(a1 ; b2 ); (a2 ; b1 ); (a3 ; b1 ); (a3 ; b2 )g. Suppose that there is
a relation R from a set E to A that is an equalizer of R1 and R2 . We will show that E must ontain at least
four elements fe1; e2 ; e3 ; e4g and R must ontain at least the pairs

f(e1; a1 ); (e1 ; a2 ); (e2 ; a3 ); (e3 ; a1 ); (e3 ; a3 ); (e4 ; a2 ); (e4 ; a3 )g;
by onsidering the ones over the singleton C = f g with relations Q1 = f( ; a1); ( ; a2 )g, Q2 = f( ; a3 )g,
Q3 = f( ; a1); ( ; a3 )g, and Q4 = f( ; a2 ); ( ; a3 )g from C to A. Noti e that Qi ; R1 = Qi ; R2 for i = 1; 2; 3; 4,
and that the only way these relations ould fa tor through R is if there exist ei as above. Next, noti e that
the relation Q = f( ; a1 ); ( ; a2 ); ( ; a3 )g equalizes R1 and R2 , but does not fa tor uniquely through R, sin e
de ning S1 = f( ; e1); ( ; e2 )g and S2 = f( ; e3 ); ( ; e4 )g, we have both S1 ; R = Q and S2 ; R = Q. (This
example was emailed to us by Roberto Bruni, to whom we give our thanks.) 
Similar examples an show the non-( o) ompleteness of other relation ategories.
Finally, we des ribe some ways to onstru t fun tors into relation ategories. Given F : A ! C, de ne
F " : A ! Rel(C) as follows: an obje t A in A goes to the obje t F (A) in Rel(C); and a morphism a : A !
A0 in A goes to a morphism h1F (A) ; F (a)i from F (A) to F (A0 ) in Rel(C). Similarly, given F : A ! C,
de ne F # : Aop ! Rel(C) by: an obje t A in A goes to the obje t F (A) in Rel(C); and a morphism
a : A ! A0 in Aop goes to a morphism h1F (A0 ) ; F (a)i from F (A0 ) to F (A) in Rel(C). It is easy to see that
both onstru tions are fun tors. The se ond will let us \twist" relations over an arbitrary ategory.
E.2. Comma Categories

To onstru t twisted relation ategories, we will use omma ategories, whi h rst appeared in Lawvere's
thesis [Law63℄. Given fun tors F : A ! C and G : B ! C, the omma ategory that Lawvere denoted
(F; G), but whi h we prefer to write (F=G), has as its obje ts triples (A; ; B ) where A is an obje t of
A, B is an obje t of B, and : F (A) ! G(B ) is a morphism of C; also (F=G) has as its morphisms
(A; ; B ) ! (A0 ; 0 ; B 0 ) pairs (a; b) su h that a : A ! A0 , b : B ! B 0 , and the following diagram ommutes:
22

However, the singulary relations are not a sub ategory of the multi-relations, be ause the omposition of two singulary
relations as multi-relations need not be singulary. But at least when C is Set or SET, instead of just identifying isomorphi
apexes, we ould identify relations having apexes that de ne the same singulary relation.
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F (A)
/

G(B )

F (a)

G(b)


F (A0 )

0

/



G(B 0 )

The identities of (F=G) are pairs of identities, and its omposition is also de ned pairwise. An important
spe ial ase has A = C, F is the identity fun tor on A, B = 1, the one morphism ategory, and G pi ks out
an obje t A of A; here (F=G) is often written (A=A), and is alled a sli e ategory. The following appears
in [GB84b℄ along with some other general results:
Proposition E.3. (F=G) has whatever limits and olimits exist in A and B and are preserved by both F
and G. In parti ular, if A and B are both omplete and o omplete and if F and G preserve all limits and
olimits, then (F=G) and (F=G)op are both omplete and o omplete.
However, this result is not adequate for our purposes, be ause F and G do not preserve produ ts even for the
lassi institutions, sin e F = 1SET# does not preserve produ ts, whi h are di erent in Set than they are in
Rel. This motivates the following, in whi h we let 1 : A  B ! A and 2 : A  B ! B be the proje tion
fun tors, we let 1 : (F=G) ! A and 2 : (F=G) ! B be the fun tors taking obje ts (A; ; B ) to A and to
B , respe tively, and taking morphisms (a; b) to a and to b, respe tively, and we let  : (F=G) ! A  B be
the unique fun tor su h that ; 1 = 1 and ; 2 = 2 . Noti e that by de nition, (F=G) has whatever limits
and olimits  reates. We will use the following:
Assumption [A℄:

The ategories A and B are both omplete and o omplete, and  reates both limits and olimits.

Although this is a rather strong assumption, it does not require the ( o) ompleteness of C, and it has the
following immediate onsequen e:
Proposition E.4. Under Assumption [A℄, both (F=G) and (F=G)op are omplete and o omplete.

E.3. Close Variant Institutions

We an ombine the relation and omma ategory onstru tions with the fun tors " and # to get ategories
of twisted relations; then fun tors into these will give us the lose variant institutions. The lassi institutions
of De nition 3.1 arise from the ategory (1SET# /U " ) where U : Cat ! SET is the forgetful fun tor taking
ea h ategory to its underlying lass, and ea h fun tor to its underlying fun tion, with SET is the ategory of
lasses. Similarly, the institution variant with both the model and senten e fun tors lass-valued arises from
(1SET # /1SET " ), where 1A denotes the identity fun tor on A. The ategory (U # /U " ) allows morphisms
between senten es as well as between models. Re all that an institution is a fun tor into the ategory of
diagrams over the opposite of a twisted relation ategory, and that the institution morphisms of De nition
4.1 are also exa tly those that arise via the diagram ategory of Se tion 2.1. In parti ular, the ategory of
lassi institutions of De nition 3.1 is Dgm((1SET# /U " )op).
Most of the general results of this paper used ( o) ompleteness of the ategory of twisted relations
(Proposition 2.12), but did not rely on the parti ular way that it was onstru ted. The main goal of this
appendix is to provide a general framework in whi h one an obtain the results of this paper for any lose
variant institution. One approa h is to use Proposition E.4 to adapt Proposition 2.12 to a given lose variant
relation ategory. For the original variants, A and B are one of Set, SET, Cat, or CAT, ea h of whi h is
both omplete and o omplete, and so the task be omes that of showing that  reates limits and olimits.
We now apply this method to the twisted relation ategory for lassi institutions (as in Proposition 2.12):
Proposition E.5. The omma ategory (1SET# =U " ) is omplete and o omplete.
Proof. This ategory has A = SETop , B = Cat, C = Rel(SET), F = 1SET # , and G = U " . Let
D : J ! (F=G) be any diagram, let J = jJj, and let Rj : Aj ! U (Bj ) denote the relation D(j ) for j 2 J .
First, let (A; f j gj2J ) and (B; f j gj2J ) be limits of D; 1 and D; 2 , respe tively, and let R : A ! U (B )
be the relation de ned by: (x; y) 2 R i for all j 2 J and all xj 2 Aj , we have (xj ; j (y)) 2 Rj whenever
j (xj ) = x. Noti e that for every x 2 A there do exist some j 2 J and xj 2 Aj su h that j (xj ) = x, be ause
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of the way olimits are built in SET. The reader may now he k that (R : A ! U (B ); fh j ; j igj2J ) is a
limit of D. Therefore  reates limits.
Se ond, let (f j gj2J ; A) and (f j gj2J ; B ) be olimits of D; 1 and D; 2 , respe tively, and let R : A !
U (B ) be the relation de ned by: (x; y) 2 R i for all j 2 J and all yj 2 U (Bj ), we have ( j (x); yj ) 2 Rj
whenever j (yj ) = y. Noti e that for every y 2 U (B ) there do exist some j 2 J and yj 2 U (Bj )
su h that j (yj ) = y, be ause of the way olimits are built in Cat. The reader may now he k that
(fh j ; j igj2J ; R : A ! U (B )) is a olimit of D. Therefore  reates olimits.
It now follows from Proposition E.5 that (F=G) is both omplete and o omplete
Although the onstru tions in the above proof depend on how limits and olimits are built for sets and
ategories, it still seems possible that the results also follow from some general ( o) ompleteness results for
omma ategories, and this should be investigated in the future. In any ase, similar onstru tions ertainly
work for ea h of the other original variants. It is therefore natural to make the following:
De nition E.6. A lose variant institution ategory has the form Dgm((F # / G" )op ) where F; G have
the same relation ategory as their target. Similarly, lose variant institution ategories with omorphisms
have the form oDgm((F # / G" )op ). Moreover, a small lose variant institution ategory has the form
dgm((F # / G" )op ) where F; G have the same relation ategory as their target, while the small lose variant
institutions with omorphisms onstitute a ategory having the form odgm((F # / G" )op ).
Close variant institutions an di er signi antly from the original variants, for example, if C is the ategory
of groups, or of topologi al spa es. We also re all the arguments at the end of Se tion 4.3, that the small
variants are mu h more reasonable than their large ousins. It is lear that many results about lose variant
institutions follow easily from general results about diagram, relation, and omma ategories. For example,
both Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.7 follow from Propositions 2.10 and E.4 under Assumption [A℄, and
Proposition 2.10 also has the following onsequen es:
Proposition E.7. The fun tor that extra ts signature ategories from lose variant institutions, with either
morphisms or omorphisms, preserves all limits and olimits.
Proposition E.8. First noti e that the rst omponent proje tion fun tor 1 is ontravariant on (F # /G" )op,
i.e., it is a fun tor ((F # /G " )op)op ! A. Then under Assumption [A℄, the fun tor Dgm(1 ), whi h goes
from Dgm((F # /G" )op ) to Dgm(A), is op- ontinuous and op- o ontinuous (i.e., it maps limits to olimits
and vi e versa). The same holds for oDgm(1 ), as well as for dgm(1 ) and odgm(1 ).
Proof. Proposition 2.10 gives the desired result, be ause 1 is ontinuous and o ontinuous, be ause  preserves the limits and olimits that it reates via Assumption [A℄, 1 preserves limits and olimits, and
1 = ; 1 .
These two results are used to justify assertions in Example 4.10. Note that the anomalous situation of that
example annot o ur for institutions that are onsistent with De nition E.6, be ause this formulation will
not allow sets for senten es and lasses for models; one an hoose C to be either Set or else SET, but there
is no way to get part of ea h. We onsider this a good argument for the style of formulating institutions
developed in this appendix, as opposed to the more on rete style of De nition 3.1, whi h nevertheless an
be very helpful in understanding the on epts involved. Example 4.10 also highlights the desirability of
restri ting to institutions that have small signature ategories in some ases.
It seems lear that many other institutional results an be proved in a similar way for all lose variants,
and probably they an all be proved for all the small lose variants. But what this appendix provides seems
enough to illustrate the prin iples involved. Note that an even more abstra t formulation of institutions
based on \wedges" was dis ussed in [GB86℄, and this might have some further advantages.
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